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Abstract
Although Forensic Science has become a crucial part of the investigation of many types of
crime, the low number of scientific publications on the usage of Forensic Science to eliminate
Human Trafficking or to speed up crime investigation, has given rise to the idea of conducting
research on the role of Forensic Science in the investigation of Human Trafficking cases. The
following literature review aims at judging the current importance of Forensic Science in
solving and preventing Human Trafficking cases, at gathering ideas for the introduction of
novel techniques and at identifying gaps of research within this field. For this purpose, a wider
view, also addressing socio-economic topics, was applied.

Introduction
“I realised something was wrong when they took away the passport. They said I was indebted
and I was not allowed to go away until I cleared all the debts. They threatened that if we did
not comply with rules, we would be killed or sold to other people, or dumped in the sea. I was
so frightened and tried to behave myself as best I could. I did whatever they told me to do. I
had to obey them.”(1)
10

This reaction of a woman who finally realized that she had been trafficked for sexual
exploitation purposes shows the tremendous hopelessness of victims. Human Trafficking is a
form of modern-day slavery. It is a severe crime and among the fastest growing ones on earth.
While drugs and arms can typically only be sold once as the former are consumed and the
latter are prone to destruction, people may be traded multiple times, which makes this
horrible business so profitable. Due to high profits of approximately $150 billion per year,
high local and international demands, low starting costs, as well as minimum risks, the
elimination of Human Trafficking seems unlikely (2, 3), but it also seems as if a lot more could
be done to lower the attractivity of this crime by improving prevention, detection and
prosecution of Human Trafficking. Women make up two thirds of the world’s Human
Trafficking victims and they are usually young women, only between eleven and twenty-five
years old (4). The COVID-19 pandemic is believed to increase the amount of Human Trafficking
even further, due to rising unemployment rates and the consequential increase in poverty.
Therefore, the combat of Human Trafficking has to be taken even more seriously (5).
The hypothesis underlying the present work is that the possibilities of Forensic Science are
only insufficiently exploited for this purpose and that both the particularity of the crime and
the extent of caused pain may even justify Human Trafficking Forensics to become a discipline
of its own. To get closer to the validation or the falsification of this hypothesis, the present
literature review aims at grasping the bigger picture by providing clarifications with respect
to the following topics
•

Definition of Human Trafficking

•

Typical characteristics of Human Trafficking cases

•

Extent of the problem

•

Legal and political situation

•

Public attention and reception

•

Forensic methods in support of prevention, termination, and law-enforcement

•

Data availability

However, research within the field of Human Trafficking comes with its difficulties, since the
people involved in the study, such as victims and traffickers, must be considered as hidden
population: size and boundaries of this group are widely unknown and a statistical sampling
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frame does not exist (6). Data is collected globally and regularly by national and international
institutions, but its variability is peculiar. Some data is purely based on estimation or
guesswork and some countries provide data that cannot be trusted at all by international
officers (3). Sleaziness and corruption may be reasons, but as Human Trafficking typically is a
criminal process involving and combining multiple crimes of quite different severity, proper
classification may become impossible even for the well-intended. As will be shown below, a
clear definition of Human Trafficking has been elaborated by the United Nations, but the
thresholds for deciding if the respective criteria are fulfilled or not are considerably different
in different parts of the world as is the notion of freedom. This needs to be considered if data
is based on information retrieved by means of interviews. Great variations can for example
be seen in interviews from human trafficked victims depending, whether the interview was
made while they were still caught in the Human Trafficking web or whether they had already
escaped from it (7).

Definition of Human Trafficking
An internationally accepted definition of “Human Trafficking” is provided in article 3 of the
United Nations “Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially
Women and Children”, supplementing the United Nations “Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime”:
(a) “Trafficking in persons" shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer,
harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other
forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of
a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to
achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose
of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the
prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs;
(b) The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set
forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where any of the means
set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used;
(c) The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the
purpose of exploitation shall be considered "trafficking in persons" even if this does
not involve any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article;
(d) "Child" shall mean any person under eighteen years of age. (8)
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The terms “Human Trafficking”, “Trafficking in Persons”, as well as “Traffic in Human Beings”
are considered synonyms for the purpose of this literature review.

The Three Elements of Human Trafficking
In order for a case to be considered a Human Trafficking case, the three elements, such as
Act, Means, as well as Purpose must exist (9, 10).
The word Act stands for either the recruitment, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons by a
trafficker. The word Means includes threat, force, forms of coercion, abduction, fraud,
deception, abuse of power, which are used by the trafficker on the victim. The word Purpose
stands for the purpose of exploitation, such as sexual exploitation, forced labour, servitude,
organ removal or slavery.

Human Trafficking versus Human Smuggling
Human Trafficking shall not be confused with Human Smuggling, which involves activities that
facilitate illicit crossing of national borders with individuals voluntarily being smuggled.
Human Trafficking does not necessarily involve the physical transport of a person (11).
However, the lines between Human Trafficking and Human Smuggling can be blurry since
Human Smuggling often turns into a Human Trafficking case.

Child Trafficking
One third of Human Trafficking victims from all over the world are children, viz. 19% girls and
15% boys (12). Globally, most child victims are trafficked for sexual exploitation, but there is
a great difference between boys (23%) and girls (72%). The share of children detected under
Human Trafficking victims seems to be indirect proportional to the income in the country
where the crime surfaces. Children make up fifty percent of all the victims found in lowincome countries where they are mostly trafficked for forced labour. However, in some
places, such as in Africa and Greater Mekong, child trafficking is considerably higher than the
trafficking of adults and makes up the majority of the trafficking cases (13). Africa has the
highest percentage of child trafficking, with 80 million children being forced to labour (14).
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Forced labour is also dominant in South Asia1, while in East Asia and the Pacific2 the share of
girls trafficked for sexual exploitation is very high, which in some areas can be attributed to
sex-tourism, better referred to as extraterritorial commercial child sexual exploitation and
abuse ((15) p. 28).
In higher income countries, children are trafficked mainly for sexual exploitation, forced
criminality or begging and in the countries with highest income children contribute to the
total number of detected victims “only” with 14% (12).
Sexual exploitation of children is very diverse (16) and includes the exploitation of children in
prostitution (17), online child sexual exploitation (18), the sexual exploitation of children in
travel and tourism (19) and some forms of child, early and forced marriages (20). Clearly,
these manifestations appear rarely isolated. For example, live online child sexual abuse where
coerced participation in sexual activities is also transmitted via the Internet is dual abuse.
Another important form of child trafficking is illegal adoption (21), sometimes also referred
to as child laundering, which is a very complex topic as the illicit acts are finally concluded by
the reception of fully legal adoption papers. It seems impossible to find figures grasping the
extent of this crime in the open literature, but in Europe, the Americas and Australasia the
demand as well as the price per adoption is very high. As for the children the standard of living
and the opportunities with the new parents may be considerably higher than in their original
environment, the topic is highly controversial and as the parents typically belong to more
influential classes, the motivation to investigate and prosecute such crimes seems low.

The Recruitment of Victims
The recruitment of young children in particular usually involves offering them food, alcohol,
drugs or shelter (22) .
Children with limited education, who have been abandoned from their families or come from
a dysfunctional family background are at higher risk of being trafficked, since they often run

1

Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, the Maldives, and Sri Lanka.
Australia, Brunei, Burma, Cambodia, China (including Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and Macau
Special Administrative Region), East Timor, Fiji, Indonesia, Japan, Kiribati, Laos, Malaysia, Marshall Islands,
Micronesia, Mongolia, Nauru, New Zealand, North Korea, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Samoa,
Singapore, Solomon Islands, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, and Vietnam.
2
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away from home or they are in desperate need for money to support their families (12, 23,
24). Traffickers often convince poor families in need to send their children to work.
Furthermore, they advance funds to buy the tools for labour, which leaves the family
members in debt and the children are stuck in being trafficked (12). Especially children with a
lack of support from home, with abusive family members or family members with alcohol or
drug problems are lured into trafficking by means of different recruitment strategies, such as
promising safety by offering food and a place to stay. Faking love and pretending to be in a
romantic relationship is one of the most common techniques traffickers use to lure young
girls into trafficking (23).
The publication by Orlova (22) focuses on sexual exploitation in Russia and notes that for older
children and adults, traffickers use more advanced recruitment techniques. Fake employment
agencies offer jobs and often gain trust from the victims as well as their parents by giving the
false information that a foreign government requested a certain quota of workers. They are
forced to sign contracts, which state that they are not allowed to have cell phones, that they
are not allowed to change jobs without the consent of the employer and that they will have
to reimburse the agency for costs, such as for air fare and medical insurance (22).
The work by Jones et al (1) is a collection of true stories from Thai-women who have been
trafficked to Japan for sexual exploitation and it provides good insight into common strategies
for recruitment. The four women were lured into Human Trafficking by promising them a
bright future with a good income. One of the women had been recruited to work as a maid
and only found out too late that she had actually signed up to sexual exploitation. All these
women had been told that they would not have to pay for the transport and the required
documents and only upon their arrival in Japan they learnt about the high debts they had
accumulated in the meantime.
While some traffickers decide to approach their victims directly by means of some sort of
personal process, other perpetrators decide to apply indirect recruitment methods, where
multiple potential victims are contacted simultaneously aiming at receiving a high number of
positive replies (25). After the recruitment, usually a “grooming” process follows, which is
supposed to gain the victims’ trust and to increase their tolerance with respect to abuse in
return of advances and concession over a certain period of time (25-27).
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Cybertrafficking
The internet and new technologies are widely used by traffickers for all three Human
Trafficking stages, viz. the recruitment, transportation, as well as the exploitation,
consequently, Human Trafficking can be subcategorized as cybercrime as such, more
specifically as cyber trafficking. However, the extent to which the internet and new
technologies are used for sexual as well as labour trafficking, still is unclear and has to be
analyzed more thoroughly (28).
According to Greiman et al
‘Cybertrafficking’ is the ‘transport of persons’, by means of a computer system,
Internet service, mobile device, local bulletin board service, or any device capable
of electronic data storage or transmission to coerce, deceive, or consent for the
purpose of ‘exploitation’. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation
of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery and servitude. ‘Transport in persons’
shall mean the recruitment, advertisement, enticement, transportation, sale,
purchase, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, for the purpose of exploitation
with or without the consent of the victim. (29)
Due to the rise in the internet use, online job recruitment has become usual, and the same
way of working is used by traffickers their recruitment process. Traffickers use dating sites
and other chat rooms to target their victims and lure them into trafficking (28, 30).
Furthermore, traffickers can easily stay anonymous on online platforms by using
pseudonyms, which makes the recruitment process easier (25, 30, 31).
The internet also aids traffickers in the transportation process, since tickets can be easily
bought online with stolen credit cards (31) and also allows traffickers to exploit larger
amounts of victims across geographic boundaries (28). The study of Di Nicola revealed that
several Facebook pages offer transportation services to other countries, which seem to be
frequently used by smuggling services (30).
According to Latonero (28), traffickers use social networking sites, such as Facebook,
Backpage, Myspace and other chatrooms to target victims but also to sell them for sexual
services. The internet site, Craigslist even shut down their Adult Services section due to these
happenings (28).
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One type of sexual exploitation, which is performed online is coerced cybersex, where sex
acts are performed online and not in person (29).

The Transportation of Victims
As some form of transportation may be required for closing the deal, it could also be crucial
for the detection and prevention of Trafficking in Persons (TIP). The research by Jones et al
(1) also provides examples for the transportation of victims from Thailand to Japan. Passports
and documentation were prepared for them and the transfer to Japan took between one
week and one month. An escort travelled with them for the entire trip and made sure that
they followed all instructions, especially when speaking to airport and immigration personal.
One of the women was not directly transported to Japan, but instead two Malaysian
policemen picked her up by boat and took her to Malaysia during the night, as flights from
Thailand were believed to attract more attention than flights from Malaysia. The example
matches the more general and structured view provided in (32), where the systems
supporting TIP, such as financial services, accommodation, housing and homelessness, social
media, temporary work visas, business regulations, health care and of course transportation,
are identified, analysed and correlated with the type of exploitation applied (labour and
sexual, including several sub-categories). As expected, transportation means are chosen as
best matching the purpose, private transport is preferred to public and as airports are more
controlled than train or bus stations, flights are avoided whenever possible. Nevertheless,
there are means of transport requiring some sort of regulated check-in processes such as
flights, voyages, even train- and bus-rides, while the process is leaner for taxis. In some
countries airline and public transport staff already receive special training for the
identification and the handling of Human Trafficking victims and a similar approach could be
beneficial for taxi and truck drivers as the latter are not only frequently involved in the crime,
but often also the only chance for victims to obtain transportation for escaping from their
tormentors without documents and money.

Attention in the Public and in Scientific Communities
As Human Trafficking is a global crime with specific moldings in every country and with
complex transnational interactions, it is difficult to obtain a general picture, if Human
Trafficking has high public attention. Personal and very subjective experience from Vienna
17

(Austria) and Perth (Western Australia) suggest that, in spite of its geographical and economic
extent, Human Trafficking does not receive high coverage in daily press articles and certainly
far less than crimes associated with drugs and drug trading. Also, Human Trafficking seems to
be mingled with and masked by all sorts of problems discussed in the context of migration. A
decent study would have to start with the derivation of regional newspaper article statistics
which could then be extended to national statistics, distinguishing between regions differing
with respect to the boundary conditions provided for Human Trafficking, e.g. cities vs. rural
areas, industrial vs. agricultural, etc. On the proviso of appropriate classification criteria,
national statistics could then be extended to obtain a global picture. Clearly, such a study is a
major undertaking for which no traces have been found on the internet. However, a few
regional studies exist, e.g. for Iowa, United States, examining how stories portrayed victims
and offenders during the period 2005-2012 by analyzing three local newspapers (33) and
more recently for Russia, published in 2019 (34). (33) has brought forth that the number of
reported cases has continuously increased during the reporting period, that there was more
coverage of sex trafficking than domestic/labour trafficking and that there was no noticeable
difference in the coverage between local and international cases. Female victims received the
majority of newspaper coverage with juvenile females clearly being in the lead. Victims were
portrayed in a more positive manner compared to offenders and local victims were portrayed
more positively than victims with migration background and the same applied to offenders
from foreign countries who were presented in a more negative light than local offenders.
Although the study is very limited and nine years old, the conclusion that the newspaper
reports did not at all capture the complex dynamics of Human Trafficking but focused on sex
trafficking and that they definitely did not provide unbiased views may still hold as they match
the aforementioned personal perceptions. These findings of oversimplified and inaccurate
portrayals have been confirmed in (35), investigating newspaper articles all over the United
States, finding prevalence of the “innocent white female victims needing to be rescued from
nefarious traffickers” and “ traffickers are commonly portrayed in the media as part of larger
organized crime rings” (35). The same holds for (34) analyzing articles from more than 13
Russian newspapers published during 2009-2017 by means of content analysis. Consequently,
the daily press is not the right source for gathering information on this topic. Information
concerning similar investigations concerning television or internet blogs has not been possible
to retrieve, but personal perception suggests that a particular narrative, focusing on sexual
18

exploitation under organized crime custody is prevalent. Incorrect framing of Human
Trafficking in popular media is critical in that it influences the degree of alertness of potential
victims and indirectly involved such as family, friends, but as it also may bias persons
participating in legislation and law enforcement.
Unbiased information may be expected from the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC), who are obliged to provide a report on the global situation on Trafficking in Persons
every second year since 2003. The latest report has been released at the end of 2020 (5) and
aims at providing a comprehensive view of the global situation based on statistical data which
are conveyed by means of elaborate illustrations. Statistics are based on classification
according to (a) nine different forms of Human Trafficking, viz. sexual exploitation, forced
labour, criminal activity, begging, forced marriages, mixed forms, baby selling, removal of
organs and a general category collecting the remaining cases, (b) geographical regions and
regional flows, (c) victim citizenship, gender and age-group (adults, children), (d) economic
sectors of exploitation, (e) types of criminal actors, ranging from individual traffickers to
governance type organized criminal groups, (f) types of recruitment, (g) used methods of
transportation and communications, (h) perpetrator citizenship and gender, (i) monetary
volumes, (j) coercion tools and methods. The list of classifiers may still be incomplete, but the
value of the report resides in the fact that a great wealth of statistics covering these
classification criteria in combination is provided as well. Numerical data are discussed in
narratives, drawing objective conclusions. While the report appears to be a masterpiece, it
seems to rest on shaky legs as it is less recent than expected and the underlying database
seems too small to be representative. For the 2020 report the underlying data span 20162018 and only exceptionally 2019 data have been available. The report claims to have
amalgamized reports from a number of countries comprising 95% of the world’s population,
but the number of cases underlying the statistics amounts to less than 50,000 which does not
match the findings in the report of the International Labour Office on forced labour and forced
marriage (36), claiming a total of 40 million victims in forced labour and forced marriage
alone. The term forensic is mentioned only once by suggesting that “Anti-trafficking teams
should be able to proactively, with judicial oversight, infiltrate existing online markets and
networks, collect human-rights compliant digital forensic evidence, and develop enforcement
countermeasures.” ((5), p. 19).
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Another trustworthy resource is certainly the TIP Report, published by the U.S. Department
of State (36), which is published yearly and based on US national data as well as on global
data collected by the US embassies. The latter is done to determine the US position relative
to these countries as the US ambition is to be “leading by example as we encourage
governments, survivors, NGOs, industry leaders, communities of faith, and advocates in every
country to remain steadfast in the protection of human dignity and the pursuit of freedom.
((36), p. 4). In contrast to (5), (36) provides template based country narratives rather than
extensive statistical analyses and it distinguishes between 3 tiers of nations, viz. tier 1:
countries whose governments fully meet minimum standards for the elimination of
trafficking, tier 2: countries whose governments do not fully meet the minimum standards
but are making significant efforts to bring themselves into compliance with those standards,
tier 3: countries not meeting the minimum standards and not making significant efforts to
improve the situation. The US define and take reasonable measures against tier 3 countries,
for example by means of trade and travel restrictions. The report clearly points to the
dilemma that “Traffickers are denying nearly 25 million people their fundamental right to
freedom” ((36), p.4) but that in 2019 the statistics only show less than 12,000 prosecutions,
10,000 convictions and 120,000 identified victims globally ((36), p. 51). In the context of
Guatemala and the Philippines, the report explicitly mentions forensic methods and
knowledge as important improvement areas.
Contemporary scientific literature explicitly dedicated to Human Trafficking seems sparse
compared to other crimes, which may be explained by the fact that Human Trafficking cases
are a (variable) combination of several crimes, each one having its criminological and forensic
research topics and that scientific work rather concentrates on these sub-topics, e.g. DNA
analyses, fingerprinting, interrogation techniques, digital forensics, etc. A recent and
structured analysis exists, however, for literature dealing with mathematical and analytical
methods (including Artificial Intelligence) applied to the fight against Human Trafficking (37).
Between 2010 and March 2021 a total of only 74 studies have been published in this field,
about 46% targeting methods in support of prosecution, 25% for protection of victims during
transport and exploitation phase and only about 18% for prevention. The vast majority of
work concerns sex trafficking, viz. about 49% explicitly, while this is the case for labour
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trafficking only for about 9%. About 42% of the studies scrutinized in (37) have applied a joint
view to sex and labour trafficking.

Methods of Coercion in Human Trafficking
Methods of coercion include psychological coercion, drug addiction, confiscation of travel
documents, threat to harm family members, cause of financial dependency upon the human
trafficker, as well as use of violence. Multimedia and cyber technology also offer methods for
controlling the victims, especially in the area of sexual exploitation. For example, some
traffickers threaten victims to forward compromising images or videos to their families and
friends (25). This way of threatening a victim is referred to as sextortion (25, 30). Forbidding
the victims to have mobile phones or to deny internet access are common methods of control
(25). In (38) Gerry QC et al. describes mobile phone location tracking as control method
victims may have to face even after having successfully freed themselves from their
traffickers.

Forensic Science in Combat of Human Trafficking
Forensic Science can aid to combat Human Trafficking in several ways:
•

Finding and recognizing missing persons alive or dead.

•

Detection of victims of Trafficking in persons.

•

Distinction of Human Trafficking from other crimes.

•

Identification of suspects.

•

Provision of proof in support of arrest, prosecution, and conviction of perpetrators,
thereby reducing the burden of victim testimony in court.

•

Authentication of travel documents

Although each Forensic Science area may be helpful, a so called multi modal approach, viz.
the application of multiple Forensic Science techniques might be the key to success.
It should be noted that the identification of deceased victims does not only play an essential
role in increasing the prosecution rates, but also in bringing resolution to family members
(39).
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Forensic Medical Examination
Throughout the transportation and exploitation phases, Human Trafficking victims are
exposed to health risks such as psychological trauma, injuries from violence, sexually
transmitted infections, other adverse reproductive health outcomes, and substance misuse.
Victims of trafficking are frequently beaten, tortured, sexually violated and abused. They are
kept short of food and water; even basic hygienic and sanitary requirements are not fulfilled.
Narcotic substances are deliberately used to create addiction and dependence (40). Such
treatment leaves traces, which can be used at court, but also for the detection of Human
Trafficking crimes and victims.
In contrast to “normal” medical examination aiming at detecting medical and biological
malfunctions, forensic medical examinations are by definition related to a judicial
investigation and performed at the request of bodies of investigation, e.g. the court. They are
optimized only for a sub-set of the problems arising in Human Trafficking and listed above,
for example the identification of persons, determination of cause of death, nature of bodily
injuries, state of health, age, or degree of intoxication. Further, they are performed by trained
experts, fully aware of dealing with evidence. Forensic medical examinations following rape
or sexual assaults require the victim’s consent. Best practices and guidelines for Human
Trafficking cases are provided in (40) and comprise (a) head-to-toe examination for disclosing
all injuries and marks, supported by laboratory and medical imaging techniques as well as
thorough textual and photographic documentation, (b) search for malnutrition, vitamin
deficiency or other effects caused by inhuman treatment and slave-like living conditions, (c)
systematic collection of forensic samples (e.g. swabs, hair, blood, urine), (d) forensic age
diagnostics, (e) dental status assessment, (f) screening for sexually transmitted diseases (in
the wide sense) and other infections. It is important to note that a forensic medical
examination for Human Trafficking considerably differs from one focusing on sexual assaults.
While a full forensic medical examination program can be executed once a case of Human
Trafficking has been detected, this seems hard, if not impossible for the detection of Human
Trafficking cases and victims, as forensic medical examination would have to be imposed by
law enforcers, which may not be possible without arresting and consequently criminalizing
victims due to lacking consent caused by intimidation. Further, considering that Human
Trafficking is a global problem affecting poorer people, local police forces may not even be
22

able to dispose of appropriate institutions. Therefore, it would be beneficial, if forensic
medical examination methods could at least to some extent also applied by non-forensic
medical practitioners. The latter is acknowledged in [(41), p. 14-17], a forensic science
handbook directed to regional law enforcement institutions, teaching basic forensic
approaches, “regardless of the resources available” [(41), p. 3]. In addition, [(41), p. 19-21]
also provides guidelines for applying forensic medical examinations also to suspects. As police
awareness of Human Trafficking victims in captivity is very low, healthcare providers often
are the only medical professionals interacting with trafficked victims during the transport and
exploitation phase (42). Consequently, professional forensic education of general medical
staff beyond the provision of training material for voluntary engagement with the topic such
as provided in (43) could provide great benefits as the document concludes by stating that
“88% of victims actually saw a healthcare provider while they were being trafficked” [(43), p.
29].

Digital Technologies and Digital Forensics
Since there has been a rise in the online recruitment, transportation as well as exploitation of
humans via the internet, the importance of digital forensics in combat of Human Trafficking
is apparent. The fight against Human Trafficking by means of technology has been thoroughly
discussed in (25, 28, 38, 44) and most recently summarized in (45). By also considering digital
tools for the distribution of helpful information and databases as well as smartphone apps for
victims and people involved in the fight against Human Trafficking, this goes beyond digital
forensics, which is by definition limited to the recovery and investigation of material found in
computers and networks – the digital traces left behind by perpetrators and victims.
Software applications, referred to as Apps, in combat of Human Trafficking by helping
endangered persons – typically individuals in desperate search for ways to improve their
standard of living at least to a level closer to the margin of subsistence – to avoid certain
dangers, exist. A mobile phone application called “Free2work” has been created, providing
information on companies and their ratings as well as their approach on forced labour (28,
44). In addition, a Stop Human Trafficking app was launched, which especially targets Human
Trafficking in Russia. Another app, which is called the “Safe Trip” app, allows migrants, who
in general face high risk to turn into Human Trafficking victims, to enter and store personal
information for potential identification purposes prior to their departure and to give notice
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upon their safe arrival or to report an emergency along their way (44). However, one of the
issues with mobile phone applications in general is that traffickers usually confiscate mobile
phones and any kind of technology from the victims in order to have them under full control
(25, 44).
Detection of Human Trafficking Traces on Digital Devices
For the detection of information related to Human Trafficking on digital devices such as
computers, smartphones, tablets state-of-the art forensic tools can be used. Smartphones
and tablets may be more prosperous sources than personal computers as the former
frequently track and record location information.
For example, Advanced Digital Forensics (ADF) Solutions offers automated forensic tools for
digital investigations and is also the founder of the Anti-Human Trafficking Intelligence
Initiative. Their software scans traces of Human Trafficking and finds useful information, such
as contacts, financial exchanges as well as messages. It also allows for the translation of a text
into more than 230 different languages and automatically tags images and videos (46).
Detection of Human Trafficking Data on the Internet
The simultaneous process of detecting and extracting data related to Human Trafficking from
the internet is referred to as data crawling and multiple ways to extract data from web-page
texts exist (47). The process is similar to the operations of search engines in that the worldwide web is systematically browsed, starting from some root universal resource locators
(URLs) and subsequently following hyper-links provided on the visited pages. Approaches
more focused on the detection and the extraction of particular data are referred to as Web
Scraping. McAlister published a paper on Web Scraping as a tool to combat Human Trafficking
(31). Web Scraping is of particular interest in the recruitment stage of Human Trafficking and
might be powerful in combating Human Trafficking in its earliest stages. After identifying
potential websites used for Human Trafficking purposes by searching key words and phrases,
such as "jobs abroad for women" on search engines such as Google, an off-the shelf web
scraping software called Scrapy3 was used to retrieve information, such as phone numbers,
job locations and salary from the advertisements (31). Dubrawski et al. with the help of law
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enforcement investigators created a dictionary including 115 suspicious terms and keywords,
to be used for scraping aiming at finding potential Human Trafficking ads (47). Unfortunately,
data relevant in the present context is not exclusively textual, but also comprises images,
video, and audio. Considering that branching grows exponentially due to hyper-linking and
that this growth is decision directed due to web programming, the internet is a complex and
virtually infinite system with only a minimum of information relevant for a particular purpose.
The digital forensics challenge imposed by the use of the internet for criminal purposes is to
identify and thereafter only focus on the relevant paths (represented by links) between
different nodes (represented by content such as webpages and data files). In order to arrive
at path decisions, the node contents need to be analyzed and classified. If node context goes
beyond text and huge amounts of data have to be searched and analyzed, such
straightforward crawling and scraping approaches soon become inefficient. The rescue
resides in the exploitation of all kinds of relationships and correlations in web-page
information by means of statistical models (47) and to utilize artificial intelligence and
machine learning for data mining and search path optimization (28).
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
A unique definition of Artificial Intelligence (AI) does not exist, but it is frequently defined as
“… the ability of digital computers or computer-controlled robots to solve problems that are
normally associated with the higher intellectual processing capabilities of humans” [(48), p.
2]. Essentially AI aims at providing adaptive computer systems, which can adjust to various
environmental conditions and change their behavior accordingly through learning. As the
terms Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are frequently but erroneously used
interchangeably, it is important to note that AI consists of two parts. Starting from the end,
the desired results are obtained by means of a “function”, combining information received
via several inputs. This is referred to as Inference. Construction of the function requires
establishment of a model and its parametrization by means of training. This part is referred
to as Machine Learning. Machine Learning and Inference are, therefore, sub-sets of AI.
Machine Learning aims at finding the optimal model in a probabilistic sense only and,
therefore, accepts residual errors to a certain extent and with a certain probability.
While the theory behind AI is involved, its application is not necessarily so due to the
availability of a great wealth of software tools which may even be available in the public
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domain as for example the scikit-learn library4 or the KNIME5 package which are both based
on Python as programming language. Such toolboxes provide black-box models that can be
fit to a particular application, provided training data are available. If a working approach is
the objective rather than finding an optimal solution, selection of the most suitable AItechniques can be based on practical aspects such as the properties of available data, on
computer run time and on comparative performance. Neural Networks are only one such
black-box model. The main problem really is the availability of a sufficient amount of suitable
data for training. This is where big initiatives, involving massive computer capacity are
required, such as the STOP-THE-TRAFFIK project where IBM supported the development of a
cloud hosted data hub using AI and training to recognize and detect specific Human Trafficking
terms and incidents6.
AI is a universal tool that can be individually applied to different sub-tasks in the detection
and decision making. For example, Dubrawski et al. explain that the analysis of the spatial
distribution of trafficking ads (e.g. for escort or handyman services) is a simple way to aid law
enforcement investigations as exploitation typically takes place in the vicinity of the domicile
(47). Based on such results further internet crawling can also be limited to certain web-sites
associated with this region. After detection and data extraction, analysis can be conducted by
data mining and machine learning techniques (25, 47). Prominent examples are the analysis
of text, photos, videos and audio. In the following sections a few instantiations are discussed.
Computational Linguistics
Tong. et al (49) and Shahrokh et al. (50) show how Neural Networks can be applied to
contextualize the intent, inherent meaning, and message of a sentence and apply this to
escort advertisements in the internet. Machine learning is used to learn the particular slang
used for covert communication and to detect polluted ads.
Facial Recognition
Another important field in Digital Forensics, which aids the investigation of Human Trafficking
cases, is image processing, in particular facial recognition. Law enforcement uses software,
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such as “PhotoDNA”, especially to find unidentified children who have been sighted on online
webpages (28).
There are some issues we are facing with facial recognition as human identification tool. The
face is a three-dimensional object, which changes constantly due to different expressions and
the image differs from one angle to another (51). Furthermore, we live in a society where
more and more people have surgical procedures, which alter facial structures, and this has an
impact on the reliability of the algorithms used for facial recognition. Additionally, facial
recognition can be challenging when distinguishing identical twins (52, 53), which is therefore
a dedicated research issue. For example, Afaneh et al propose a multi-modal approach by
extracting and processing several biometric features and to perform biometric fusion to
improve recognition accuracy. As for a single biometric modality system the consecutive
processing steps are (a) feature extraction, (b) matching the extracted feature to a certain
reference and calculating a score and (c) making a decision based on the score, there are three
possibilities for data fusion, viz. feature-level fusion, score-level fusion, and decision-level
fusion, which are compared with respect to performance and finally incorporated into a
hybrid fusion scheme, using all three possibilities in a weighted fashion (53).
Iris recognition
Although DNA profiling is a powerful technique for human identification, DNA profiles of
identical twins are indistinguishable. Irises, on the other hand, allow for unique differentiation
between identical twins, as well as between an individual’s left and right eye (54). Iris
recognition is conducted by comparing two iris images by means of pattern matching
according to their similarity (55). The study by Sansola reveals that post-mortem iris
recognition may be a future valuable tool for human identification (54).

Crowdsourcing and Flagging
An alternative to using artificial intelligence for diffusing into the heavily branched internet
and analyzing huge amounts of data exists with the collective intelligence that can be created
by motivating the high number of internet users to team up and to flag suspicious sites and
content by using social networking platforms for communication (56).
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Forensic Chemistry
On-site and real-time sensing of chemical analytes for the identification of stress in human
beings as well as human presence in confined spaces is of interest for detecting Human
Trafficking, especially in the transportation phase at border controls. Sensing technologies for
vapors and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in breath can play an essential role in searching
for victims of Human Trafficking. Although one of the main areas of usage of the analysis of
VOCs in human breath is drug testing, the search for other compounds in breath, such as
sweat and odors, can aid in Human Trafficking cases when detected. However, there still
seems to be a research gap in obtaining chemical profiles of human presence in enclosed
areas (57).

Forensic Genetics
Identification by DNA analysis can be very successful, since DNA can be obtained from any
tissue in the body (58). A total of 6 published manuscripts as well as one article could be
found, which specifically focus on the importance of Forensic Genetics in solving Human
Trafficking crimes. Although the first national missing persons genetic database, the Phoenix
Program, was already introduced in 1999 by the University of Granada, the importance of
DNA databases for the identification of Human Trafficking victims seems to have only recently
been considered of greater interest, since most papers have been published between 2019
and 2020. DNA analysis has been used for more than 30 years for the identification of human
remains and missing persons (59). All available publications were written by either the
University of Granada or the University of North Texas for Human Identification (UNTCHI),
which are the sole contributors to research in genetic identification against traffic in human
beings (2, 3, 39, 58, 60-62).
While UNTCHI has one main database, viz. UNTCHI HDID, for the identification of missing
persons, the University of Granada has established separate databases for different subtopics in Human Trafficking. The Programme for Kids Identification with DNA Systems (DNAPROKIDS) focuses on the worldwide identification of missing children and was developed in
2002-2004. After the pilot study in Central America and Asia, the University collaborated with
the University of North Texas as well with institutions in China, India, Indonesia, the
Philippines, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Brazil, Guatemala and Mexico. The University of
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Granada also has established DNA-ProORGAN, which is currently still under development and
focuses on the identification of illegally trafficked organs for transplantation (3).
Although the available databases have already helped a lot to identify missing persons and
Human Trafficking victims, the size and the contents of the existing databases need to be
enlarged and more countries need to participate and invest in national missing persons
databases (3). Next Generation Sequencing, which can provide information on the ethnicity
of the victims, may play an important role in near future genetic research in support of Human
Trafficking (3).
UNTCHI is working with governments, crime laboratories, and the public in Central America
in order to build robust and sustainable forensic systems by enhancing the local technical
capacities to perform forensic DNA analyses, providing training on DNA analysis methods,
establishing DNA databases and creating legal frameworks and policy guidance for the use of
forensic data (62).

Forensic Microbiology
The usefulness of the microbiome markers as a tool in Forensic Science is explained in (63-65)
and may be applied for the identification of victims of Human Trafficking. The human
microbiome can also be referred to as the bacterial DNA within the human body and Next
Generation Sequencing of the human microbiome allows for unique identification. The
technique offers information concerning behavioral patterns and the estimation of postmortem intervals. In addition, the analysis of the microbiome of the environment allows for
the determination of the location where the body was found (64). Schmedes et al describe a
method to match skin microbes, which have been collected over a 2.5 year period, to their
donors (65).

Forensic Odontology
In some cases, recovered bodies of Human Trafficking victims may be considerably
decomposed and Forensic Odontology may play a crucial role in the identification of these
individuals (66). Dental identification is one of the most reliable methods, as teeth and dental
structures may survive adverse conditions and techniques such as bite mark analysis, tooth
prints, analysis of palatal rugae (Rugoscopy) and lip patterns (Cheiloscopy), dental DNA
analysis, x-rays, CT-images and photographs may come to rescue.
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Currently, publications on the specific role of Forensic Odontology in the identification of
victims of Human Trafficking do not seem to exist apart from a brief mentioning in (67). This
seems to be a gap in current research, moreover as DNA profiling is an expensive process and
poor countries would benefit, if high costs could be avoided by means of Forensic odontology.
One possible future way to identify missing persons, could be the creation of an international
Forensic Odontology database of missing persons. Digitization has made the comparison of
this data easier since dental records as well as radiographs have already been digitized in
many countries. An internet-based Digital Dental Chart, DCC, has been invented, which could
make the entire process even easier (68, 69). Software packages for computer-assisted
dental-data matching exist off-the-shelf (66). A national missing persons dental record
database for Australia has already been suggested in (70).

Dactyloscopy
Fingerprints, as well as palm prints are known to be used for unique identification purposes
and therefore, are also an important tool in combat of Human Trafficking. However, there still
seems to be a research gap for the identification of children and newborns by means of
fingerprints. The recognition of children between 0 and 4 years is challenging in particular,
due to low accuracy as well the ageing effect (71). Furthermore, fingerprint recognition seems
to be dependent on the quality of the fingerprint by the user itself and especially elderly
people seem to be donors of less quality fingerprints, due to damage to the skin over life (72).
Other biometric modalities, which are under research and might be useful for future
identification of Human Trafficking victims are ear print recognition, footprint recognition,
hand geometry, as well as the vein pattern (73). As explained above, AI and multi-mode fusion
can be used to improve the probability of detection and lower the false alarm rate.

Forensic Anthropology
Forensic anthropologists aid in Human Trafficking investigations by identifying both living and
deceased individuals, trauma analysis, clandestine grave search and recovery, as well as timesince-death estimation (74, 75).
After the initial estimation of group traits, such as age, sex, stature, and ancestry, forensic
anthropologists usually examine individual traits, such as moles, scars, tattoo marks, or any
abnormality and deformity evident on a body (76).
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One anthropology technique, which may be interesting for Human Trafficking cases in
particular, is the application of Purkait’s triangle for sex estimation (77). New research into
Purkait’s triangle primarily aims at extending the capabilities of ancestry estimation to cases
where the mid-facial region, which is most frequently and most beneficially used for this
purpose, is not part of recovered skeleton remains. Contemporary practice in ancestry
estimation requires access to the decedent’s skull, which constitutes a great difference to the
determination of the decedent’s sex, which can be estimated from almost any skeletal
element. The authors propose to exploit distinct features of the proximal part of the femur,
the largest human bone, for jointly estimating sex and ancestry as for this part of the body a
high probability for being recovered at least in parts exists (78). Estimation is based on
artificial intelligence, in particular the application of a Random Forest Model7 for
classification. The paper demonstrates one of the major challenges encountered when using
artificial intelligence: from more than 300 data sets available for the experiment, 70% had to
be used for training, while 30% had been reserved to be used as independent test data.

Forensic Archaeology
Forensic Archaeologists often work closely together with Forensic Anthropologists and play a
crucial rule in locating historic burials as well as helping forensic investigations by obtaining
and analyzing maps as well as aerial photographs. Archeologists are experts on soil color and
texture and often brief the anthropologists on the character of the terrain, location of access
roads, and changes due to construction or other land alterations. When searching for burial
areas, archaeological techniques such as probing are used (79).
Forensic Geoarchaeology
Forensic Geoarchaeology is a subcategory of Forensic Archaeology and plays a crucial role in
the search for missing persons, especially for locating buried human remains as graves, buried
bodies and items within graves, e.g. arms, jewelry, etc., can create geo-physical anomalies.
Among the most important geoarchaeological tools is Remote Sensing, using electromagnetic
waves to make indirect measurements of the surface and beneath a land area and
interpreting the measurements with geo-physical models to detect and characterize
deviations induced by buried bodies. Applied methods are Photography and Imaging in
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various spectral bands ranging from infra-red (IR) via visible (VIS) to ultra violet (UV), LiDAR
and Laser Scanners (80). Multi- and Hyper-Spectral Imaging processes images associated with
different wavelengths simultaneously and does not only exploit spatial features of each image
but also any correlations between features appearing at different wavelengths. The longer
the wavelength the deeper the ground penetration and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
using radio-frequencies of hundreds of MHz has been shown to be a very useful geophysical
tool for the present purpose (80). In principle, remote sensing is possible from ground-rovers,
ships, aircraft and satellites. As the altitude increases larger search areas can be scanned
making satellite remote sensing most attractive, while remote sensing near the surface
naturally requires more accurate location knowledge. On the other hand, the resolution
typically decreases with increasing altitude and increasing wavelength (lower frequencies) so
that spaceborne remote sensing works best with high radar frequencies, optical sensors, and
lasers. Spaceborne remote sensing has already been successfully employed for the detection
of mass graves (81) and forced labour related brick kilns (82) and recent progress in satellite
technology renders single body detection possible (83).
Apart from direct body detection, forensic methods could benefit from auxiliary data that can
be readily measured from space. One important example is soil moisture and its impact on
the decomposition of human bodies on the one hand and on radar penetration on the other.
The research by Molina et al, who simulated clandestine graves in Latin America to gain
knowledge of the most useful forensic geophysics detection techniques, revealed that the
excavated soil showed much higher moisture content than would have been expected from
meteorological and climate data (84). Consequently, moisture change rate measurements
could be quantitatively evaluated to estimate the time of burial in addition to pure body
detection. Datasets of global moisture measurements, for example the ones from the Vienna
University of Technology (TU Wien), the Dutch company VanderSat BV and the Austrian Earth
Observation Data Centre (85), are readily available for download.

Law Enforcement in Human Trafficking Cases
It seems, as if Human Trafficking were a crime much different from some other crimes as it
does not leave unique traces like burglary or murder (86). Police officers are the most likely
to discover victims of Human Trafficking as well as their traffickers at border controls and at
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traffic accidents (87). However, the paper by Farrell et al (88) raises the issue of police officers
insufficiently trained to detect and identify crimes as Human Trafficking cases. Most literature
on police response states that police agencies do not consider Human Trafficking as a major
issue (89) and often are unaware of the severity of the problem or do not have enough
knowledge to recognize it (90). Although police officers come in contact with victims, they
remain unnoticed (91) and if cases are detected, this is primarily by chance within the course
of investigations concerning other crimes (86). Consequently, Human Trafficking is often
masked by other crimes such as prostitution, drug dealing or drug abuse. Victims are charged
for these masking crimes because they are mistakenly categorized as the offenders (88),
which is frequently done in good hope that law enforcement will also save them from their
perpetrators (86). However, this is not true as the offenders may not be sentenced or come
free early and take revenge. On the other hand, by being charged for the masking crime the
victims have been non-voluntarily forced into, their crime record will be tainted, which will
hinder both re-socialization and future life. That victims should not be charged (or be charged
less) for crimes caused by their victimization is already part of a resolution by the United
Nations. However, in this case the police must have other means than arresting victims to pull
them out of the danger zone (86).
Furthermore, one of the most important tasks of Law Enforcement in Human Trafficking cases
is the locating of missing persons. Although this is a severe and worldwide problem, there still
seems to be a research gap (80).
Victims are frequently heavily traumatized. Consequently, they need to be treated
respectively, for example by applying special interviewing methods (86).
Proper training as well as changing the perception of the Human Trafficking issue are among
the biggest key factors for increasing the detection of Human Trafficking cases (92). The
publication by Renzetti et al., which evaluates the effectiveness of a Human Trafficking
training module on law enforcement officers in Kentucky, US, confirms that training did
considerably change the police officers’ attitudes, simultaneously increasing their
susceptibility with respect to Human Trafficking (93).
It is also crucial for Law Enforcement personnel to be trained on forensic techniques that can
be applied to Human Trafficking cases. For this purpose, UNODC has published a special anti33

human-trafficking manual for criminal justice practitioners (94), but in general publications
on the role of the Law Enforcement in Human Trafficking cases seem to lack information on
the usage of Forensic Science as a helping tool. Papers specifically addressing the role of
Forensic Science in police investigations on Human Trafficking have not been brought forth
by the present literature review.
Labour trafficking incidents are mostly reported by "local service providers", but if such cases
are not detected by the police, it seems as if the reports are not taken seriously. Police should
cooperate with "non-traditional" service providers such as labour inspection and regulation,
labour rights organizations and legal advocacy (migrant farm worker rights organizations,
runaway or homeless youth agencies, immigration advocates) and take their reporting more
serious (86).

Conclusions in View of Null Hypothesis and Project Aims
The present review has shown that Human Trafficking is a social problem in the first place and
one of law enforcement and forensics only in the second. The energy behind the problem
resides in the gradient between rich and poor. On the one side there is desire for even higher
standards of living in spite of some saturation with respect to wealth, sexuality, spare- and
lifetime, while on the other side there is war, poverty, diseases and natural disasters, making
any other life appear more desirable than the current one. In between there is climate
change, religious conflicts, political doctrines, pandemics, plenty of criminal energy on both
sides and infinite despair, driving parents and siblings to support the trade in the hope to safe
the rest of the family. However, as there is no hope at all that the social boundary conditions
will change rapidly, finding quick solutions to the problem is in fact delegated to Legislation,
Law-Enforcement, Jurisdiction as well to supporting disciplines such as Criminology and
Forensic Sciences and finally, not to be forgotten, to the Public – to its consumer habits and
its courage to stand up for its beliefs and values.
Legislation is in a good shape, as regulations concerning Human Trafficking have been clearly
defined by the United Nations and agreed upon and adapted by most countries in their own
legislation. In many countries, Human Trafficking will be prosecuted, even, if committed
elsewhere, which is important for fighting sex-tourism and child-pornography.
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Apart from prevention, detection of Human Trafficking deserves greatest attention. Human
Trafficking leaves traces, however, the public appears widely misinformed, despite the many
official and well-prepared publications on the topic enforced by UNO and national laws. The
reason is biased reporting in the news as well as TV-series and movies, drawing a distorted
picture, which unfortunately also has propagated to the scientific literature. It seems, as if
Human Trafficking were primarily perceived and investigated as sexual exploitation of
females, while forced labour, domestic servitude, children laundering and the trade with
organs (and their owners) appears to be masked. Masking also applies to the crime as such,
which is in most cases only revealed after another major crime, only being a small part of the
whole complex, has surfaced. Inaccurate reporting is one reason for uncertain data, the
limited value of published numbers and statistics, regardless how professional and colorful
they are presented, and for the low number of prosecutions. Human Trafficking victims are a
hidden population with little room in police daily operations; the latter are occupied by urgent
street work. Also, it is noticeable that 88% of Human Trafficking victims receiving medical
examination or treatment go unnoticed. Consequently, special training for law-enforcement
units and medical staff, as well as “correcting” the reporting in the news can be expected to
improve the situation considerably.
The present review has confirmed the hypothesis that Forensic Science does play an essential
role in combat of Human Trafficking and that the respective techniques should be more
widely and rigorously applied, not only in law enforcement investigations but also as measure
for both prevention and early detection of Human Trafficking cases.
As the current societal and law enforcement detection mechanisms seem to be insufficient,
forensic techniques should be permanently applied in the background to autonomously
trigger alerts. Based on general Human Trafficking models, rigorously describing all potential
interfaces, at least the forensic techniques examined in this review should be applied and the
results should be fused, e.g. by means of artificial intelligence. Examples for interfaces that
could be tapped are travel, transport, accommodation, sales of services such as labor or
prostitution, sales of goods such as videos and images, medical assistance, nutrition, waste
disposal as well as drug procurement. In this context, databases are believed to take a role of
paramount importance. As some of these interfaces exploit the internet and other means of
communication, Digital Forensics will be key. Although digital technologies are the greatest
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threat by offering abundant opportunities to criminals, they also offer fairly free access for
forensic investigations, which is in great contrast to the field work associated with the
retrieval of physical traces such as fingerprints and DNA.
DNA profiling and associated missing person databases are quite successful, but DNA analysis
comes with high costs, and it requires special equipment as well as trained personnel.
Furthermore, for the identification by DNA analysis to be more successful, an international
missing persons DNA Database should exist. Another, probably faster, cheaper, as well as
legally easier way of missing persons identification, especially to find human trafficked
victims, would be the creation of a global missing person dental records database. However,
for this to work, the procedures for collecting dental records must be standardized across the
world.
Finally, little research exists on the use of satellites for Human Trafficking detection apart from
the spotting of greater incidents such as mass graves, but recent progress in satellite remote
sensing for both earth observation and military applications renders achievable resolutions
towards facilitating day and night detection of objects the size of the human body.
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Abstract
Human trafficking is one of the most profitable and fastest growing crimes with estimated
profits in the order of approximately $150 billion per year – trend increasing. The present
study aims at clearly defining the boundaries of human trafficking relative to other crimes and
at isolating its root-cause character, at understanding the human trafficking eco system and
at studying the state of the art and the role of forensic science methods with respect to
prevention, detection, and the court-ready solving of human trafficking crimes. Based on the
results of a literature review, the hypothesis that the contemporary use of forensic methods
considerably lags behind their current state of the art, their suitability and their capabilities
with respect to human trafficking is formulated and subsequently tested by analyzing 230
human trafficking court-cases from 54 countries for the time span 2004 to 2020. The data
have been drawn from the Sharing Electronic Resources and Laws on Crime database
maintained by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. The Sharing Electronic
Resources and Laws on Crime database, although probably being the only database providing
structure and classification suitable for such analysis, suffers from data gaps which could,
however, be partially closed by resorting to other publicly available data and by carefully
checking plausibility. With respect to geographical distribution and victim and perpetrator
properties the analyses results show good agreement with statistical evaluations performed
by other authors, and they bring forth completely new insights concerning the application of
forensic methods and tools to the prevention, detection, and resolution of human trafficking
crimes. All detections of human trafficking occurred during or after the exploitation phase
and were mostly based on the direct reporting of victims, followed by successful, policeinitiated investigations, primarily building upon wiretapping and police raids. Apparently,
forensic science methods are used for the analysis of evidence in court, but not for the initial
detection of human trafficking cases. In contrast to what would have been expected from the
literature review where digital forensics appear to be among the most promising techniques
in combat of trafficking in persons, their actual role has turned out to be negligible. As the
results of the present study not only confirm the postulated hypothesis but as several severe
shortcomings in processing the crime scene have been identified, increased use of forensic
methods and enforced training for human trafficking crime investigators is encouraged.
Finally, a model-based approach for the early detection of human trafficking and for the
50

prevention of harm to the victims of human trafficking is drafted and proposed for further
investigation.

Keywords: Human Trafficking, Forensic Science, Police Investigation, Psychosocial
Development, Crime Script Analysis
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Introduction
Human trafficking (HT), also referred to as trafficking in persons (TIP) or trafficking in human
beings, loosely described1 as the use of force, fraud, or coercion to obtain some type of labor
or commercial sex act, is one of the most profitable and fastest growing crimes (1). Profits are
estimated to be in the order of approximately $150 billion per year. Women make up two
thirds of the world’s human trafficking victims (2) while one third of human trafficking victims
are children (under 18 years of age), with an almost equal share of boys and girls (3).
The “business” has been continuously increasing and this can be foreseen to continue as
human trafficking is a global social problem in the first place. Its energy resides in the gradient
between rich and poor: the desire for even higher standards of living in spite of some
saturation with respect to wealth, sexuality, spare- and life-time on one side and war, poverty,
unemployment, homelessness, violence within the family, diseases, pandemics, natural
disasters, climate change, religious conflicts, political doctrines and even increased use of the
internet by unsupervised children, making any other life appear more desirable than the
current one, on the other. Criminal energy meets infinite despair which together even drive
parents and siblings to support the trade in the hope to safe the rest of the family.
HT appears in many different forms, dependent on its applications, for example as forced
labor, sex trafficking, organ removal, forced marriage, slavery and practices similar to slavery,
illegal adoption, child soldiers and criminal exploitation. HT is a hidden crime among a hidden
population of victims and traffickers (4) so that it is often only symptomatically perceived by
and treated as a manifold of different surfacing crimes. For a long time, HT may remain
undetected as root cause.
Bringing the root-cause aspect of HT in focus is an important aspect of the present work.
Therefore, the crime itself has for simplicity been generalized as sequence of three phases,
viz. recruitment, transportation, and exploitation. The recruitment phase includes the finding,
luring, and grooming of the victim or in some cases, the abduction. The transportation phase

1

An internationally accepted definition of “human trafficking” is provided in article 3 of the United Nations
“Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children”,
supplementing the United Nations “Convention against Transnational Organized Crime”:
https://www.unodc.org/res/human-trafficking/2021the-protocol-tip_html/TIP.pdf
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involves the transfer, transport, or movement of the victim to places where the exploitation
will take place. This can be a long journey by plane or ship, or a simple car ride to a hotel. The
exploitation phase refers to the traffickers benefiting from the use of the victim, which, as
stated above, can have multiple forms.
The key weapons for the fight against human trafficking are legislation, law enforcement and
prevention.
Legislation is in a good shape, as regulations concerning human trafficking have been clearly
defined by the United Nations and agreed upon and adapted by most countries in their own
legislation. In many countries, human trafficking will be prosecuted, even, if committed
elsewhere.
Law enforcement comprises crime discovery and jurisdiction where Forensic Science (FS) is
considered to provide crucial investigation and analysis tools. However, specific research on
both role and optimization of FS-techniques in combat of HT seems to be scarce. The
literature review performed as part of the present study has revealed that publications on the
role of forensic disciplines in the fight against HT exist in the fields of forensic medical
examination, digital forensics, forensic chemistry, forensic genetics, and forensic
anthropology. Furthermore, digital forensics against HT has become a big and rising part of
the available literature in recent years and a comprehensive analysis of technology tools has
been published in (5). For other forensic disciplines, such as forensic odontology, which could
particularly be useful for the identification of HT victims, only a brief mentioning in (6) was
found, which indicates a potentially significant research gap. In general, publications seem to
refer to the application of single forensic disciplines in fight against HT without investigating
the power of so called multi modal approaches, viz. the simultaneous and coordinated
application of multiple FS techniques.
In addition, literature on the role of law enforcement in HT expresses concerns with respect
to insufficiently trained police officers in detecting and identifying HT cases, as well as a
general unawareness of the extent of the problem of HT (7-9). Although the importance of FS
in crime scene investigation is not only generally accepted but apparent and the fact that
correct handling of evidence can determine whether evidence is admissible in court or not
should be understood by everybody working in this field, a recent article identifies such basic
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knowledge as HT-case specific gap, resulting in the fact that in practice, jurisdiction has to
heavily rely on victim statements due to evidence being insufficiently or improperly retrieved
(10).
The scarcity of published research as well as the fact that the scientific publication of a
particular forensic technique is typically considerably ahead of its actual implementation has
led to the hypothesis that that the possibilities of FS are currently only insufficiently exploited
for the purpose of investigating and analyzing HT and that even less attention is given to the
use of FS-tools for HT prevention.
The present work aims at identifying principal problems and shortcomings in the handling of
HT cases from the beginning to their end by analyzing available case data. The main focus is
on the retrieval of traces and the analysis of evidence, the police investigations in general as
well as the selection and application of FS methods and how this relates to the actual
detection of the crime and the phase of the crime during which the victims were identified as
such.
Clearly, for such a study the availability of data is of paramount importance. Direct access to
police and court protocols is very delicate due to data privacy protection regulations
protecting victims, perpetrators, and witnesses. Public information available in newspapers
and internet sources is driven by publicity considerations rather than structured selection
criteria and may, thus, be incomplete, fragmentary, regionally imbalanced, and biased. Such
information may, however, be useful to complement or augment more official and structured
information.
Based on the literature review and an intensive internet search, the Sharing Electronic
Resources and Laws on Crime (SHERLOC)2 database, maintained by the United Nations Office
on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), was found to be the only source providing data appropriate for
the present undertaking. The database collects court-protocol data from a number of
countries comprising 95% of the world’s population and tries to group them according to a
set of defined attributes and classification rules. Clearly, condensation of textual protocols
into data suitable for statistical analysis is very difficult and prone to errors and

2

https://sherloc.unodc.org/cld/en/st/home.html
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incompleteness, in particular, if exercised by authorities with different languages, cultures
and mindsets. This database also is the basis for UNODC’s report on the global situation on
trafficking in persons that has been published every second year since 2003. Aiming at
informing the larger public, the report provides elaborate statistical evaluations, but it does
not even touch the key questions raised in the present research. Not surprisingly, it was found
that the database structure is optimized for providing the UNODC report and extracting the
data for the present purpose with appropriate quality, requiring validation and closing gaps
with data from other sources turned out to be a real challenge.
Another trustworthy resource is the Trafficking in Persons (TIP) Report, published by the U.S.
Department of State (11), which is published yearly and based on US national data as well as
on global data collected by the US embassies. In contrast to the UNODC report it provides
template-based country narratives on high level rather than numerical data and there is no
data classification attempt nor a publicly accessible database behind it. However, the report
has proven useful for data validation purposes.
Data extraction, (best practice) validation and the establishment of a condensed database in
EXCEL have been among the most time-consuming tasks within the frame of the present
study. However, this process has created the basis for data evaluation in support of testing
the hypothesis underlying the present work, i.e., questioning the appropriate use of FS in
combat of HT, and for attempting a modelling approach for prediction based early detection
of human trafficking.
Although, the impact of HT on its victims varies from victim to victim and depends on multiple
factors, such as the circumstances and the severity of the crime, a possible indication was
conducted by means of drawing lines between HT-victim life stories and Erik Erikson’s
psychosocial development theory. According to Erikson, human personality progresses over
the timeframe between birth and old age through a sequence of psychosocial development,
viz. Infancy, Early Childhood, Play Age, School Age, Adolescence, Young Adulthood, Adulthood
and Old Age (12-14).
The development of ones sense of identity depends on biological and psychological forces,
but, importantly, also on the social context in which the development occurs (15). The
dependency on the social interactions makes Erikson’s development theory particularly
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interesting for its application for the analysis of victims of HT and the possible impact of the
crime on the development of their self-identity.
The outcome of the analysis, as well as the knowledge that Trafficking in Persons (TIP)
requires two elements to exist, viz. demand and supply, have created the idea of applying
modeling techniques as a possibility to decrease these elements by means of a victim
centered approach with a holistic perspective. The objective is to shift the current focus on
increasing the rate of successful prosecutions towards the early detection and prevention of
HT by exploiting faint traces more rigorously by fusing forensic science (FS) with crime
research methods, such as Crime Script Analysis (CSA).

Materials/Methods
Framework for Quantitative Analysis
For the purpose of the present project, a data table architecture suitable for the comparative
analysis of large amounts of data by means of Excel® was designed. Case data concerning
committed crimes, use of FS, collected and actually used evidence, police investigation, trial
and court, the defendants, the victims, used methods of control, recruitment and transport,
exploitation, as well as data on the charges was collected from the aforementioned sources
and input.

Sampling
The UNODC database SHERLOC was used as primary source for finding suitable cases
including information concerning forensic analyses as well as police investigations (16). The
SHERLOC Case Law Database was searched for several keywords related to these special
aspects of the present topic (Table 1). The keywords were carefully selected during a thorough
review of the SHERLOC database for commonly used vocabulary related to FS and police
investigation.
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Table 1: Searched keywords

Trace

Forensic

Laptop

Exhibit

Saliva

Chemistry

Tool

Psychology

Computer

Criminology

Camera

Biology

Mark

Psychiatry

Phone

Criminologist CCTV

Medical

Psychiatrist

Drug

Blood

Fingerprint Biologist

Sample

Expert

Iris

Scene

Science

Tapping

Swab

Psychologist

Recognition

Toxicology

Analysis

Wiretapping

Insufficient

Mobile

Surveillance

Spatter

Laboratory

Ballistic

Microbiology

Toxicology

Device

Entomologist Cyber

Footwear

Microbiologist Toxicologist

Entomology

Data Science

Shoe

Facial

Examination

Report

DNA

Sperm

Scientist

Genital

Firearm

Raid

Knife

Gun

Weapon

Psychological

Anthropology

Anthropologis

Geology

Geologist

Glass

Paint

Chemist

t
Pathology

Odontology

Shooting

Ink

Botany

Genetics

Pathologist

Odontologist

Clinical

Enhance

Botanist

Dactyloscopy

Archaeology

Accounting

Transaction

Behaviour

Condom

Photographic

Archaeologist

Evidentiary

Pattern

Hard Drive

Collect

Shot

Residue

Explosive

To ensure integrity of the data, it was mainly derived from official court documents available
in SHERLOC or from other reliable sources, in particular from casetext3. For a limited number
of cases, information from other public resources, e.g., online articles and newspapers, was
identified and found useful as additional data input for filling gaps after having undergone
plausibility checking. SHERLOC as well as the additional search did not always allow for the
collection of all required data and the occurrence of gaps in data was inevitable.

Variables
The investigated variables were designated as crime type, type of HT exploitation, type of
sexual exploitation, type of forced labour, type of criminal exploitation, defendant, victim

3

See Casetext: Best Legal Research Software | #1 Rated
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group 1, victim group 2, victim group 3, recruitment, transportation, crime detection, police
investigation, items collected at crime scene, exhibits at court, trial, forensic analysis, other
expert evidence, insufficient evidence, and the type of control.
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Table 2: Investigated variables - categories and subcategories.
Variable Categories

Subcategories 1

Subcategories 2

Subcategories 3

corruption; cybercrime; money laundering; participation in an organized criminal group;
crime type

smuggling of migrants; trafficking in cultural property; falsified medical products; terrorism;
counterfeiting; drug offences; obstruction of justice; piracy and maritime crime; trafficking in
firearms; crimes that affect the environment; trafficking in persons

type of HT exploitation
type of sexual
exploitation

sexual; forced labor; slavery or practices similar to slavery; child soldiers; criminal
exploitation; illegal adoption; forced marriage; organ removal
prostitution; sex tourism; pornography

type of forced labor

agriculture; aquaculture; mining; domestic servitude; begging

type of criminal

Pickpocketing; shoplifting; cannabis cultivation; drug trafficking; theft; other criminal

exploitation

exploitation
number of defendants; female; male; age; nationality; acquittal of all charges; acquittal of
some charges; imprisonment (in months); parent of one or more children

defendant

type of charge

same as crime type subcategories

charge/s guilty for

same as crime type subcategories

criminal history

prior criminal record; prior imprisonment; rape; procuring prostitution

living arrangements

with partner; with husband/wife; with children; with friend/s; with sibling/s; with parent/s; with victim/s

relationship status

married; widowed; single; divorced; in a romantic relationship

life problems

victim of human trafficking; family (childhood) problems; financial problems; relationship problems; works or
worked as prostitute; addictions

group size; number of male victims; number of female victims; number of child victims;
number of male child victims; number of female child victims; number of adult victims;
number of male adult victims; number of female adult victims; nationality
victim group 1 (same for
victim group 2 and 3)

age group

birth to 1; 1 to 3; 3 to 6; 6 to 12; 12 to 19; 20 to 25; 26 to 64; 65 to death

relationship status

Same as defendant relationship status subcategories

family life

Same as defendant family life subcategory

life problems
victim/defendant relationship
recruitment

victim of abuse (sexual, physical, or psychological); family (childhood) problems; financial problems; relationship
problems; poor education; homelessness; addictions
romantic; married; friendship; sexual only; family or acquaintanceship

recruitment country
recruitment method

newspaper advertisement; agency; agent/person offering a job; through family/friends/acquaintances; abduction
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Variable Categories

Subcategories 1

method of transport
transportation

Subcategories 2

Subcategories 3

air

helicopter; plane

roadway

car; bus; taxi; truck

water

boat; ship; ferry; vessel4

railway

train; tram

human energy

cycling; walking

legal

adoption; visa; citizenship

illegal

forged documents; border violation (no documents)

departure country-destination country-stopover-escorted transport
method of entry

phase

prevention of possible future crime; before recruitment phase or before abduction; recruitment, transportation;
exploitation; after exploitation; during or after exploitation
forensic science technique; immigration services; police dedicated Investigation; police; border law enforcement;

crime detection
method

victim report to embassy; victim reports to military forces; victim reports to public; human rights organization;
victim reports to police; public; anonymous report; police informant; coastguard
failure to recognize HT and to start effective investigation
arriving at the scene:
initial
response/prioritization
of efforts

police investigation

shortcomings

preliminary
documentation and
evaluation of the scene

initial response/receipt of information; safety procedures; emergency care; secure
and control persons at the scene; boundaries: identify, establish, protect and secure;
turn over control of the scene and brief investigator(s) in charge; document actions
and observations; establish a command post and make notifications; manage
witnesses
conduct scene assessment; conduct scene walk through and initial documentation;
note taking and logs
determine team composition; ensure contamination control; documentation

processing the scene

(sketching, photography, videography); prioritize collection of evidence; crime scene
search methods; collect, preserve, inventory, package, transport, and submit
evidence; detailed crime scene evidence collection

4

“In this analysis, the UNODC uses the term “vessel” with the meaning it entails for the purposes of the Protocol against the Smuggling by Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, that
is “any type of water craft, including non- displacement craft and seaplanes, used or capable of being used as a means of transportation on water, except a warship, naval
auxiliary or other vessel owned or operated by a Government and used, for the time being, only on government non-commercial service” (Article 3 (d)). Accordingly, it comprises
unseaworthy ships and boats in precarious conditions.”( Proc. nr. 10023/2017/DDA R.G.N.R. Order of precautionary detention (unodc.org))
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Variable Categories

Subcategories 1

Subcategories 2

Subcategories 3

completing and

establish crime scene debriefing team; perform final survey of the crime scene;

recording the crime

documentation of the crime scene; acknowledge specialized crime scene

scene investigation

circumstances

crime scene equipment

initial responding officer(s); crime scene investigator/evidence technician; evidence
collection kits

false online advertisement; undercover investigation; police raid; phone number catcher; vehicle enquiries; bank
investigative techniques

enquiries; phone wiretapping; photographic surveillance; audio surveillance; video surveillance; type of electronic
surveillance unknown; electronic surveillance or observation/shadowing; observation or shadowing; marked
money

computer, laptop, or hard drive; mobile phone or sim card; camera or memory card;
photographs or/and videos; CCTV; documents; records of financial transactions; grenade;
items collected at crime
scene

firearm; ammunition; knife; sword; electro shocker; bulletproof vest; extension cord; gloves;
magazines; newspaper advertisement or article-flyers; contraceptive pills; sex enhancing pills;
glass pipe; substance; pornographic material; vaginal exudate; fingerprints; pubic hair;
condoms; intimate gel; vibrator; female clothing; used ladies’ underwear; trash-can content;
key; car; property; money; gold
CCTV; documents; victim testimony; defendant testimony; witness testimony; expert

exhibits at court

testimony; expert examination report; financial transaction record; marked money from
investigation; photos and videos; surveillance (audio, photo, video); wiretapping

trial

country; year of latest decision made in court
medicine
chemistry

forensic analysis

biology
pattern and impression analysis and other examination
information technology

pathology; psychology; psychiatry; odontology; clinical forensic medicine; anthropology
toxicology; trace evidence (paint, glass, fibers, hair, gunshot residue, powder); fingerprint enhancement; illicit drugs
analysis; ink analysis; analysis of explosives
botany; microbiology; entomology; genetics
dactyloscopy; blood spatter analysis; tyre and tyre marks; footwear and footwear impression; toolmark; firearm
examination
facial recognition; image recognition; iris recognition; computer; mobile device

photography; geology; archeology; financial forensics; ballistics
other expert evidence

criminology expert; pacific studies/culture expert; expert on wiretapping analysis; expert on
human trafficking; expert on ukuthwala; sociologist; professional from the “office for the
rescue and care of trafficking victims"; forgery expert; social worker; chief inspector of the
ministry of safety and security

insufficient evidence
type of control

force

physical abuse/assault; sexual abuse/assault
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Variable Categories

Subcategories 1

Subcategories 2

Subcategories 3

fraud

false promises of work/living conditions; withholding wages

coercion

debt bondage; psychological; document confiscation; threats of harm; drug supply
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Table 2 shows the investigated variables which have been grouped in categories and further
hierarchically broken down into subcategories in a tree-like structure.
Different variable categories have different “depths” with respect to sub-categories. To
reduce the length of Table 2, variables at the lowest hierarchical level (at the tips of the tree
branches) are separated by semi-colons rather than spending a single row for each one of
them.
For example, the investigated variable “transportation” was subcategorized as method of
transport, departure country, destination country, stopover, escorted transport, and method
of entry. The method of entry was further categorized as legal and illegal. Legal was
categorized as adoption, visa, and citizenship, while illegal was categorized as forged
documents and border violation (no documents).
The categorization of the police investigation shortcomings and its subcategories was done
according to the US Crime Scene Investigation Guide for Law Enforcement (17). The
subcategorization of the victim’s age group, viz. birth to 1, 1 to 3, 3 to 6, 6 to 12, 12 to 19, 20
to 25, 26 to 64 and 65 to death was taken from Erikson’s psychosocial development theory
(18).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted by means of Excel, using built in functions and exploiting
the powerful features of array variables and array formulas5. All data, methods and analyses
are contained in a single workbook. The table containing all data for all investigated cases is
the main sheet, which is split in three logical regions, i.e., the multi-level header region
following the categorization as described above, the data region, where individual cases are
represented as a sequence of contiguous rows and an analysis region, where data
condensation is performed by translating the mixture of textual, numerical and logical data
into purely numeric data. All processing is performed such that the data region can be
extended by additional cases and that calculations are automatically updated. For
compatibility reasons, only built-in functions have been used and virtual basic programming

5

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/guidelines-and-examples-of-array-formulas-7d94a64e-3ff34686-9372-ecfd5caa57c7
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has been avoided, even for the implementation of program loops and decision trees. To allow
for testing, debugging and maintenance, the calculation tables were augmented by in situ
documentation in form of Excel-notes, referring to single cells or to linear groups of cells, and
in form of text fields, describing the purpose of regions of formulas. While EXCEL is great for
entering data and performing quick checks, sorts and calculations on sheets not considerably
exceeding what can be legibly displayed on a computer screen, it is suboptimal for large
amounts of data and very wide tables as in the present case. Partial help is available with the
split-window functions where the visible area of a table can be divided in 4 panes – 2 areas of
rows and 2 areas of columns - which can be scrolled independently or in synchronism. For
entering formulas, EXCEL provides a sort of command line editor with a color-coding feature
allowing to visibly trace cells referenced in formulas. Clearly, this fails, if referenced cells are
outside the visible range, which is inevitable, if calculations have to be performed across all
dimensions of the spreadsheet as in the present case. Another limitation is that array
formulas, though powerful, underly stringent editing restrictions, prohibiting copy paste
modification and error correction after a check-and-debug cycle. For that reason, formulas
referring to largely separated cells were created and edited using WORD as editor and the
validity of the contained references was visually checked with respect to correct semantics,
making use of table-header snippets. In contrast to other editors, WORD offers the
advantages of offering the possibility to combine and use different types of objects such as
text and graphics, to use individual color coding for different parts of a formula and it provides
a powerful and well configurable search and replace tool, allowing for much easier adaptation
of parts of a formula than the comparable feature in EXCEL, which does for example not
support replacements limited to a selected area of a sheet. Apart from considerably reducing
the error probability, this approach delivers helpful off-line documentation for free.
Further processing of extracted and decimated data was performed in separate worksheets
of the same workbook. All worksheets relate to the main sheet via automatically updated
links. Wherever possible, these links are direct references to cells in the main sheet. However,
if data structures needed to be transposed, range variables were defined, and links made to
these ranges which however prohibits further re-arrangement and sorting sometimes
necessary to achieve the best graphical representation. Breaking with the “linked data”
paradigm was exclusively done in the last steps of graphical reconditioning.
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Alternative methods, combining the advantages of spreadsheets with the advantages of a
programming language such as R, Octave or Python were investigated at the beginning of the
project, but found less promising. Direct manipulation of the original EXCEL database could
not be satisfactorily accomplished due to the complex table structure necessary for data
collection and traceability. Exporting data from EXCEL in comma-separated format and
importing to other applications worked better, albeit not unconditionally reliable, but it was
found cumbersome to keep source and processed data consistent as well as to readily
incorporate new data at a later stage. Also, EXCEL has caught up providing several of the
graphical features, formerly exclusive to R and some Python plotting libraries. For the present
application, the selected approach was found to represent the best compromise.

Results and Discussion
Cases – Global and Timely Distribution
A total number of 230 Human Trafficking (HT) cases was analysed. As mentioned before, the
majority of the analyzed information has been retrieved from UNDOC’s SHERLOC database.
Most probably, this data is also used for UNDOC’s reports on Trafficking in Persons so that it
is important to compare with and to distinguish the present work from the results published
by UNDOC. UNDOC focus is on change and trends and the provided analyses refer to cases
detected between consecutive reports unless data are insufficiently representative with
respect to sample size in which case the observation interval is arbitrarily extended.

Figure 1: Number of cases per year
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Pursuing completely different objectives, the present work is concerned with cases between
2004 and 2020, with most cases originating from year 2010 while UNODC’s 2020 report is
based on TIP cases detected between 2016 and 2019 (3). The distribution of selected cases
over the fairly long observation interval of 17 years is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2: Number of Cases per Trial Country

In comparison to UNODCs 2020 report (3) covering the analysis of 148 countries, the present
work considers cases from only 54 countries, which is a result of the amount of useful
information concerning forensic or criminalistic methods having been the main selection
criterion. The resulting distribution on countries is on the one hand a consequence of the total
number of cases detected in a particular country and of the quality of its records on the other.
Most cases exploitable for the present purpose were found for the Philippines, followed by
Argentina and Brazil.

Human Trafficking Phases
While it is obvious that trafficking in persons typically follows processes for which different
phases can be distinguished, a unique classification scheme does not exist. For the present
study and the available data, it has been found beneficial to distinguish between:
•

Prevention of potential future crime

•

Phase preceding recruitment or abduction

•

Recruitment

•

Transportation

•

Exploitation

•

During or after exploitation
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The introduction of the latter is exclusively due to the nature of the underlying data, suffering
from data gaps, in some cases not even allowing for the retrieval of unambiguous information
concerning the time of detection of a crime. As it determines the accumulated harm, the time
of detection is essential, if a victim focused view is applied to HT.
As will be shown later by means of Figure 9 and Figure 10, the available data provide little
information concerning the prevention, pre-recruitment and recruitment phases apart from
the fact that these phases have not lead to many detections from which it may be concluded
that circumstances and reasons for going undetected are rarely subject to court
investigations.
Transport
Transport is an essential ingredient of HT and an essential opportunity for its detection. The
chart in Figure 3 shows that cars and planes were the most used means of transportation with
a contribution of 30% each6. Water transport, including transport by vessel, ship and boat,
made up 20% of all transportation types. Public forms of transport like taxis and buses have
been avoided. It is interesting to note that in the context of the crimes studied in the present
work, trains were not used at all - even more as in more than 48% (110) of all analyzed cases
all transport occurred nationally. The latter is in the range of but slightly lower than the 65%
of domestic HT cases reported in (3) for the period 2018 to 2020.

Figure 3: Means of transportation.

6

Percentages are referred to the total number of transport events. There may be several transport events
belonging to different transport categories per case.
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Exploitation
As can be seen in Figure 3, the vast majority (78%) of cases for which the respective
information was available belong to the sexual exploitation type, followed by forced labor
contributing with only 13%. This is consistent with results presented in (3). In Fig. 31 of (3) it
is stated that 65% of human trafficking cases are domestic. Fig. 32 of (3) shows that about
85% of the cases fall into sexual exploitation while it is only about 62% for cross-border
trafficking. From these figures, the total fraction of sexual exploitation cases for the data
underlying Fig. 31 and Fig. 32 of the UNODC report would be estimated to be 77%.

Figure 4: Number of cases by exploitation type (232 cases)

Although sexual exploitations is generally reported to have the highest amount of cases in HT
(3, 19), its contribution has been claimed for years to be in the order of 50% (3), (20). The
numbers in Fig. 3 and Figs. 31 and 32 in (3) are inconsistent so that it must be assumed that
different parts of the report aiming at providing different viewing angles are based on
different data. The threat of viewing angle induced bias becomes obvious when comparing
with figures quoted by the International Labor Organization (ILO) estimating 64% forced labor
cases and only 19% of cases falling into the category of sexual exploitation (21). As different
cases comprise different numbers of victims and different trade-values, the distributions will
look different, dependent on which of these attributes the comparison is based.
The uneven distribution between the different types of exploitation found in the present
study as well as in Fig. 31 and Fig. 32 of (3) seems to result from the imbalance of exploitation
types in SHERLOC (16) and is a limitation of the present study. Out of 1572 HT cases,
approximately 1123 (71%) included sexual exploitation, 266 (17%) forced labor, 67 Slavery or
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practices similar to slavery and 14 the removal of organs. This numbers are just approximate
but show the uneven distribution of different exploitation types in the SHERLOC database.
While most sexual exploitation cases, with a minority in pornography, were found in the
category of prostitution, forced labor showed some more insightful results (Figure 5).
Domestic Servitude was revealed to be the main contributor of forced labor with 58% of the
cases falling into that category.

Figure 5: Distribution of different types of forced labor.

Domestic Servitude is, compared to Agriculture, Aquaculture, and begging, very secluded and
tucked away behind the four walls of the defendant. The disadvantage for detection purposes
provides an advantage for the defendant not leaving many access points for forensic
techniques to aid HT detection. Education might possibly be the key to a decrease of domestic
servitude. People who are educated in the indicators of HT, will be less likely to fall into the
trap of being trafficked and will be more likely to detect HT as HT.
On the other hand, 42% of investigated crimes concerned activities with considerable outdoor
content for which surveillance techniques - airborne or with satellites – could be beneficial
for crime detection, in particular for agriculture and aquaculture. With respect to the latter,
the potential of aquatic forensics is of interest.

Defendants
According to UNODC’s latest global report, males make up about 60% of all offenders and
therefore, are the main offenders in HT and female offenders make up about 36 percent (3).
This overlaps with the present research, comprising 178 defendants of which 65% were male
and 33% female. It seems that the ratio of male and female defendant does not vary a lot,
since these values are similar to the outcome of the statistical analysis of previous years (3).
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Figure 6: Defendant gender distribution.

Figure 7: Defendant age distribution.

On average, defendants are 39.1 years of age and about half of them are between 29 and 48.
As mentioned before the male sample population exceeds the female sample set by about a
factor of 2, but they have similar median values, viz. 39.5 and 38.1 years. However, their
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distribution shows differences. While the male age distribution is close to a flat normal, the
female distribution seems to resemble the superposition of two active age groups centered
around 30 and 50 years, respectively. The minimum and maximum of both plots is similar
with values of 18 and 20 for the minimum and 73 and 77 for the maximum. In a statistical
sense, outliers are not evident in the boxplots7, but at least for the female plot the maximum
value of 77 is fairly isolated and very close to the limit.

Control
As can be seen from Figure 8, false promises of work or living conditions, threats of harm, as
well as physical abuse are the most frequently used control methods. These are followed by
withholding wages, sexual abuse, debt bondage, as well as document confiscation and
psychological abuse. Drug supply was only found in 2% of the cases. People in vulnerable
circumstances are mostly affected by HT and it can only be beneficial to educate vulnerable
people on what to look out for when being offered work. The control method of false working
or living promises goes hand in hand with domestic servitude, which has also revealed the
highest percentage and as mentioned above, education might possibly play an essential role
in reducing HT.

7

Outliers: Observations more than 1.5 times the inter-quartile range above the third quartile or below the first
quartile.
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Figure 8: Relative frequency of occurrence of applied control methods.

Crime Detection
Figure 9 aims at identifying during which HT-phase the likelihood for detection is greatest by
assessing the situation on a case-by-case basis.

Figure 9: Comparison of the number of detected crime cases per HT phase.

As can be seen, almost 60% of all the cases analyzed were detected during the exploitation
phase, followed by 19% of cases where this took place only after the exploitation phase. For
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13% of cases, it is not clear from the available data if detection occurred during or after the
exploitation phase. In 6.4% of the cases, the crime was detected during transport. This leaves
only a minimal percentage of less than 2% for cases detected before or during the recruitment
phase for which victims could be prevented from being severely harmed. The consequence
of most cases being detected only in the exploitation phase or later can be seen in Figure 10,
providing a victim centered perspective. There is a large difference in numbers, with the
numbers of victims being detected during the exploitation phase being approximately 2.5
times higher than all the numbers of the other detection phases combined. The chart also
depicts that 99% of victims have to endure traumatic experiences during the recruitment,
transportation, as well as during the exploitation phase until being freed.

Figure 10:Number of victims by detection phase.

The detection itself mostly occurred by means of victims reporting directly to the police,
followed by police dedicated investigations (Figure 11). 16% of cases were detected by
members of the public and 8% of cases by the help of human rights organizations, which
underlines their importance. It is interesting to note that the police performing investigations
directly dedicated to the detection of human trafficking only perform about 4% better than
the public. One would expect that police dedicated investigations lead to significantly higher
detection than public vigilance and that the respective detections also outweigh the
percentage of victims reporting to the police. However, this is not the case, indicating room
for improvement.
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Figure 11: Distribution of causes for the detection of human trafficking.

Figure 12:Detection causes and their distribution

As can be seen in Figure 12, most of the detections due to victims reporting to police occurred
after the exploitation phase, which means that they had to endure the abuse of the entire
trafficking process. Most police dedicated investigations were detected during the
exploitation phase and the same applies to detection by the public. 40% of cases were
detected because victims were actively looking for help by either reporting to the police or to
the public. As expected, victim reports at an early stage prior to recruitment are very few and
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go to the police rather than to the public as do the majority of reports after exploitation, but
during exploitation, the public is less avoidable and, thus, more reachable for victims than the
police. These results emphasize the importance of educating the public on HT indicators and
to increases the detections by public. The overall aim should be to increase the number of
detections by police dedicated investigations and the number of public investigations in the
early stages, viz. before or during recruitment, as well as to drastically lower the detections
by victims reporting to the police.
The graph also underlines the importance of the public with respect to the detection of HT,
not only, if approached by victims or in form of human rights organizations, but also with
respect to public vigilance which seems to be the only detection “sensor” having some
sensitivity during the recruitment phase and also being in effect already during
transportation. While victims do not seem to get many opportunities to actively approach the
public during transportation, it seems as if their situation were noticeable. Sharpening the
public’s sensitivity along with its moral courage could, therefore, be an important measure in
the fight against trafficking in persons.
Moving right in Figure 12 leads to less significant conclusions as the sample size becomes too
low. However, it is not surprising that HT-transport is recognized by the coast guard, border
law enforcement and the police within the frame of dedicated operations. One may be
surprised that the number of cases detected during the transport phase by institutions being
responsible for border control is so low, but as discussed before, from a global perspective,
border crossings only occur in about 50% of the cases.
Although 2 HT-cases were detected during the phase of “prevention of a potential future
crime” and show up in Figure 11, this is not reflected in Figure 12 by the number of victims
detected during this phase. This can be explained by two cases belonging to “Operation
Guardian Angel”, an undercover law investigation led by the Human Trafficking Rescue
Project in 2009 to trap future offenders (22, 23). As the crime could be detected after having
placed false online advertisements, victims did not even get involved.

Victims
The following map (Figure 13) shows a broad overview of the number of victims in the
different trial countries which in most cases also are the countries where the crimes were
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detected and where most of the suffering must have taken place. Light color shades indicate
lower numbers of victims, while darker shades refer to higher numbers. As can be seen, most
victims appeared for trial in Italy. The number of cases is not directly related to the number
of victims. For example, Italy with only 10 cases clearly exceeds the Philippines contributing
with 37 cases in the number of victims. The number of victims per trial has been found to be
closely related to the size of the “enterprise” at the time of detection. A high number of
victims per case can improve the probability of detection, especially during transnational
transportations. Large groups can be more easily detected than single persons or small
groups.

Figure 13:Global distribution of victims according to trial countries.

The chart in Figure 14 shows that for the present data set most victims are female. Adult
female victims are present in all trial countries, while female child victims only appear in some
countries, with larger amounts in the Philippines and the US. Most victims in the US are
female children with a minority being female adults. Adult male victims can be found in
Argentina and adult male as well as child male victims in Thailand. However, the number of
male victims is minimal.
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Figure 14: Number of victims by gender and trial country.

Figure 15 shows a histogram of the victim age for all trafficking stages, viz. recruitment,
transport, as well as exploitation. The majority of victims was found between 12 and 19 years
old. Victims younger than three years or older than 65 years were not part of the cases
analyzed.

Figure 15:Victim age distribution.

Personal Damage and Sustainable Effects caused to Victims of Human Trafficking
From a forensics perspective there is great interest in knowing and understanding any traces
being specific or even unique for human trafficking. Apart from physical damage, control and
exploitation of human trafficking victims have great and sustainable impact on their
psychological state. While traces of physical harm and abuse are easier to examine and to
interpret, psychological damage can be extremely sustainable and conscious controllability is
limited so that there may be symptoms that can only be hardly concealed. This may offer
opportunities for detecting HT crimes on the one hand and allow for the re-construction of
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crime conditions. The following sections aim at finding a correlation between countable
attributes of case data and effects on mental health, personality and behavior.
As stated in (24),“Trauma is a psychic wound that hardens you psychologically that then
interferes with your ability to grow and develop. It pains you and now you’re acting out of
pain.”8
Victims of childhood maltreatment are at high risk of developing mental and somatic
disorders (25). Research by Dr. Gabor Maté suggests that that childhood trauma has an
impact on the way adults cope with stress (26). Animal studies revealed that lack of early
paternal nurturing leads to changes in the chemicals in the brain, such as Dopamine,
Serotonin, as well as the number of receptors on nerve cells for benzodiazepines and
oxytocin. In addition to that, the lack of parental nurturing also increases values of the stress
hormone cortisol as well as of vasopressin. High amounts of cortisol have an impact on the
brain development and can shrink certain areas of the brain (26). Furthermore, differences in
maltreatment type, as well as exposure time can result in different volumetric development
while some forms of abuse might shrink brain areas, others might largen them (25). The
exposure time is found to be crucial for understanding the consequences of trauma (27).
Furthermore, sexual abuse in children is reported to result in abnormalities in the blood flow
of the vermis, which can lead to an increased risk of drug addictions. Childhood maltreatment
seems to have an impact on the inflammatory immune system by differentially impacting
specific inflammatory markers (25, 26). These findings correlate with multiple publications
stating that drug and alcohol addictions as well as mental health problems are frequently
observed consequences for HT victims (28-32). Although a lot of publications on the
consequences of trauma primarily focus on the exposure during childhood, the impact of
trauma has detrimental effects on any stage of life.
Erikson’s Psychosocial Development Theory and Human Trafficking
The significance of the timing when exposed to traumatic experiences as well as the type of
exposure gave rise to the idea of analyzing HT-victim biographies by means of Erikson’s
Psychosocial Stages. Unlike other personal-development theories, Erikson models personal

8

See Dr Gabor Maté on Childhood Trauma, The Real Cause of Anxiety and Our 'Insane' Culture - HumanWindow
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development as gradually extending during a person’s life, from childhood to adulthood, and
considers the impact of external influences, e.g. educational or social, as well as the effect
of relationships on the personality (12).
Table 3 shows the stages along with the approximate age groups they are coupled with, the
crisis human beings face during each stage, as well as the quality or strength they gain upon
successful completion. However, the outcome of the crisis can also be negative, due to
unsuccessful maturation of a stage, which also has an impact on the development of future
qualities.
Table 3: Erikson's psychosocial stages and approximate age groups (14)

Age
(years)

Stage

0-1

1

1-3

2

3-6
6-12

12-19

Stage
Description

Infancy

Radius of
Psychosocial Crisis

Basic Trust vs. Basic
Mistrust
Autonomy vs. Shame,

Childhood

Doubt

3

Play Age

Initiative vs. Guilt

4

School Age

Industry vs. Inferiority

Adolescence

Core Pathology

Strengths

Basic Antipathies

Maternal Person

Hope

Withdrawal

Parental Persons

Will

Compulsion

Basic Family

Purpose

Inhibition

Competence

Inertia

Fidelity

Repudiation

Love

Exclusivity

Care

Rejectivity

Wisdom

Disdain

Relations

Early

5

Basic

Significant

Identity vs. Identity
Confusion

“Neighbourhood”,
School
Peer Groups and
Outgroups, Models
of Leadership
Partners in

20-25

6

Young
Adulthood

Intimacy vs. Isolation

friendship, sex,
competition,
cooperation

26-64
65death

7

Adulthood

8

Old Age

Generativity vs.

Divides Labour and

Stagnation

shared household

Integrity vs. Despair

“Mankind”
“My Kind”

Stage 1 describes the period of infancy and the psychosocial crisis of trust vs. mistrust. During
this stage, children are not sure whom they can trust and therefore, the parent’s love,
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especially during this stage, is extremely important. If the parents are unavailable during this
time, the child is prone to developing mistrust (33, 34).
Stage 2 is also known as the period of early childhood with autonomy vs. shame as the
psychosocial crisis. During this stage, children develop a sense of independence and discover
their own abilities. Successful completion of this stage leads to the quality of will.
Unsuccessful completion can lead to low self-esteem (33, 34).
Stage 3 describes the psychosocial crisis of initiative vs. guilt and is all about exploring the
surroundings and successful completion leads to the virtue of purpose. If the exploration is
heavily restricted, children can develop a sense of guilt (33, 34).
Stage 4 is the stage of industry vs. inferiority and successful completion leads to the virtue of
competence. Unsuccessful completion can lead to a sense of inferiority. This stage is all about
encouragement, which will allow the children to grow their skills (33, 34).
Stage 5, the stage of identity vs. confusion, is about the change from child to teenager and
forming an own identity. Successful completion leads to the virtue of fidelity (33, 34).
Stage 6 is about exploring relationships and the successful completion leads to the virtue of
love. Avoidance of intimacy can lead to loneliness (33, 34).
Stage 7 describes the psychosocial crisis of generativity vs. stagnation and successful
completion leads to the virtue of care. It is the time of being productive at work and raising
children. No contribution to society, however, can lead to a stagnant life (33, 34).
Stage 8 is the psychosocial crisis of integrity vs. despair and is about reflecting on life and not
having any regrets. Regret might lead to despair (33, 34).
Traumatization specific to Human Trafficking
It can be safely said that the overall experience of HT can be very traumatizing. Children and
adults face different stages of fear. They are often alone and contact to loved ones does not
exist.
Therefore, the first part of analyses is based on the victims ages as well as on the phase during
which their case was detected. Figure 16 shows the categorization of victims according to age
groups and detection phase.
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Figure 16: Number of Victims by Age Group and Detection Phase

Examination of Figure 16 reveals that there are no victims corresponding to the first, second,
as well as last development stage. 50 victims were aged between 3 and 6 and, therefore,
matched with stage 3 of Erikson’s development theory. 73 victims were aged between 6 and
12, which relates to stage 4. Stage 5 contains most victims, more specifically, 223 victims. 57
victims are placed in stage 6 and 24 victims in stage 7.
According to the figure, 50 HT victims were kept from properly dealing with the crisis of
initiative vs. guilt, due to facing trauma during all three phases of HT, viz. recruitment,
transportation, and exploitation. Although degrees of trauma vary, it can be imagined that
enduring all three stages of HT may be more traumatizing than being detected in an earlier
phase. Due to facing different types of traumata across all three stages, there seems to be a
high possibility of being at higher risk of having negative psychological and psychosocial
consequences due to an accumulation of different traumatizing events. However, this cannot
be safely said, since the degree of trauma is different from case to case, as well as from phase
to phase. Furthermore, different victims face different time spans of abuse. While some
victims might face tremendous amounts of abuse during the recruitment or transportation
phase, others might only be traumatized during the exploitation phase. However, what can
be said is that HT victims are usually controlled. Family is important in this stage, especially to
support children when making their own choices. Victims of HT do not get to make their own
choices and cannot develop a sense of initiative, which can result in a lack of confidence in
their own abilities and the constant feeling of guilt and embarrassment.
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73 victims were possibly hindered on successfully completing the stage of industry vs
inferiority. The school age is an important development phase, where encouragement by
caregivers is important. Instead of being encouraged, victims do not have any rights, are
controlled, and cannot develop confidence.
A total number of 223 victims were trafficked in a phase of their lives, where they were
supposed to build their own identity. Not successfully completing this stage, has a major
impact on adult relationships and can lead to many issues, such as worthlessness,
commitment issues, and sex and relationship problems.
57 victims were detected during young adulthood, where the development of the virtue of
love plays a major role. Instead of focusing on creating loving and intimate relationships,
victims were abused, which could lead to the exact opposite. The victims might find it difficult
to have any intimate and meaningful relationships and they might isolate themselves and
suffer from loneliness and depression.
The 24 victims, found to having been detected in stage 7, might show signs of no involvement
with other people, being unproductive and being self-centered. The phase is usually about
making one’s own mark and contributing to the next generation.
Additionally, many HT victims come from vulnerable circumstances, viz. poverty, family
problems, addictions, relationship problems and financial problems. Therefore, it is likely that
victims already face traumata before being trafficked and this could even increase the
possibility of future problems. According to Erikson, the successful development of one stage,
relies on the development of the previous stage. As can be seen, trauma seems to have a
domino effect in HT. Already vulnerable and traumatized people get pulled into more and
more traumatizing situations. The domino effect can only be hindered by stopping HT at early
stages or, even better, by preventing a vulnerable person to be trafficked.
For cases that were detected during the recruitment or the transportation phase, the number
of victims categorized according to age group and the control method imposed on them is
depicted in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Number of victims detected in a particular HT-phase, belonging to a certain age group and having experienced a
particular control method.

Victims detected during the recruitment phase were all within the age group 20 to 25 and
were controlled by means of debt bondage. Debt bondage seems to be an obvious control
method for the phase of young adulthood, where there is an aspiration for a change in life,
lust of exploration and for taking risks.
Only victims from age groups 12 to 19 and 20 to 25 were detected during the transportation
phase. As for the victims detected during the recruitment phase, debt bondage was the
dominant method of control, followed by threats of harm and psychological control. Only
victims from group 12 to 19 were abused by means of sexual assault. These victims will likely
face issues in finding their own identity, being self-confident and building up self-worth. As
described above, there is a high risk of problems in future adult relationships. Although
psychological abuse was applied to less victims than threats of harm, it was used for both age
groups.
The outcome of debt bondage showing the highest numbers as control method in cases,
where victims were detected during recruitment and transportation, is calming, since it is a
low impact traumatization, compared to sexual abuse and psychological abuse. This outcome
emphasizes the importance of detecting victims in earlier stages.
For victims detected during or after the exploitation phase, another traumatization factor,
the type of exploitation, is of paramount importance. Figure 18 and Figure 19 show control
methods as well as type of exploitation experienced during the exploitation phase for the
different age groups.
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Figure 18: Control methods as applied to victim age groups during exploitation phase.

Figure 19: Exploitation types as experienced by victim age groups during exploitation phase.

Victims detected during the exploitation phase mostly suffer from sexual assault by their
defendants as well as from sexual abuse as imposed “purpose of life” during this phase. This
affects age groups 12 to 19, 6 to 12, as well as 3 to 6 and a lower number of victims in age
group 20 to 25. The amount of traumatization is horrendous and has detrimental
consequences on the victim’s lives, viz. constant feelings of guilt and embarrassment, lack of
self-confidence, loneliness, feelings of inferiority, relationship problems. Defendants change
their control methods from less harmful to extremely harmful from the recruitment to the
exploitation phase.
Although Figure 19 reflects the bias towards sexual abuse of the selected cases and of the
underlying SHERLOC database, it is noticeable that traumatization by forced labor and slavery
were only found for age group 12 to 19. While for sexual abuse there seems to be “market
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demand” for victims of a broad range of ages, the criteria for the selection of victims of forced
labor seem to have targeted the group of people in the best way combing health, physical
fitness, strength and endurance with yet immature personality. The age group of 12 to 19 was
exposed to all control methods and any of them could have been combined with sexual
exploitaton, forced labor or slavery.

Figure 20: Control methods as applied to victim age groups during or after exploitation phase.

Figure 21: Exploitation types as experienced by victim age groups during or after exploitation phase.

Only victims from age group 12 to 19 were detected during or after the exploitation phase
(Figure 20 and Figure 21), with the majority having been faced with traumatization from
sexual exploitation. Only a much smaller number of victims found in this age group had been
exploited in the sectors of forced labor and slavery. All cases were detected only at a late
stage. As there is high probability that those victims suffered from different kinds of abuse
also during recruitment and transportation it is quite understandable that they did not find a
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way to escape earlier and if so, did not have the courage to report their case. Long term
exposure to breaking and traumatization will lead victims in age group 12-19 for which the
search for self-identity is immanent into deep confusion and insecurity which reduces the risk
for their exploiters which may in turn be a reason why this age group is so demanded.
Figure 22 and Figure 23 provide similar insight for victims known to have been detected only
after the phase of exploitation had ended.

Figure 22: Control methods as applied to victim age groups detected after exploitation.

Figure 23: Exploitation types as experienced by victim age groups detected after exploitation.

Victims detected after the exploitation included the age groups of 6 to 12, 12 to 19, 20 to 25
and 26 to 64 and, as victims detected in other phases, were mostly exploited sexually. Some
of the victims from age groups 6 to 12 and 26 to 64 were exploited in forced labor and slavery
while late detected cases in age group 12-19 exclusively concern sexual abuse. This could be
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an indication that after sexual abuse the time to recover to re-gain the strength to go public
is longer than after other forms of abuse. The most used control methods for age group 12 to
19 were threats of harm and debt bondage, while 6–12-year-old victims were mostly
controlled by threats of harm, sexual assault, physical assault, as well as false promises. 2025 years old victims were mainly controlled psychologically, by false promises as well as by
document confiscation. In addition to being most vulnerable, victims from age groups 6-12
and 12-19 were facing harsher control in form of sexual and physical abuse than other age
groups.
The analysis reveals that victims detected in the recruitment and transportation phase, do
not face the harsher forms of control, viz. physical and sexual abuse, but mostly face debt
bondage and threats of harm. It seems that victims are faced with more traumatization when
moving from the transportation phase to the exploitation phase with sexual assault showing
the highest peak for age groups 3-6, 5-12 and 12-19. Considering, that most of those victims
additionally faced trauma by being sexually exploited, shows the enormous amount of abuse
they have to endure through all three HT phases. Detecting HT victims in earlier stages is,
therefore, of paramount importance.

Police Investigation
Figure 16 provides an overview of different investigation techniques applied in the considered
cases and allows for conclusions concerning the creativity of the investigators involved.
Standard techniques were almost exclusively used, with almost 70% amounting to
undercover investigations, police raids and wiretapping.
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Figure 24: Special investigative techniques

Phone Wiretapping could be found in 27 percent of analyzed cases and seems to be very
beneficial for the overall investigation. However, the use of wiretapping in court can be quite
controversial. Undercover investigations, as well as police raids show high percentages and
can be found in high numbers in HT cases from the Philippines. Marked money is further
discussed in the section “Forensic Science Outside the Box” and the combined application of
undercover investigation, marked money, electronic surveillance and/or observation or
shadowing, as well as the police raid has turned out to be very efficient, resulting in abundant
evidence, viz. surveillance recordings and documentation as well as money, carrying trace
evidence originating from offenders touching the money. Usual and familiar techniques, such
as bank and car enquiries were expected to be encountered more frequently, but their value
seems to be rated lower within the frame of HT crimes. Only a single case in Italy involved
modern communication technology by using a so-called Catcher-Arrow System9, a cellular
catcher that is used to capture cellphones.
Shortcomings
Shortcomings are categorized according to sectors and subsectors of the US Crime Scene
Investigation Guide for Law Enforcement (17). However, the sector of “Recognize case as HT
and start effective investigation” is added to the list of categories.

9

See Proc. N. 18496/2015/DDA R.G.N.R. (unodc.org)
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10 cases revealed one or more investigation shortcomings. The following table shows the
result of the analysis according to police shortcomings. Only sectors and subcategories where
shortcomings occurred are included in the table. Each sector is referred to a letter for the
purpose of easier comparison.
Table 4: Police shortcomings and their distribution with respect to standardized classification sectors

SECTOR10
Recognize case as HT and to Start
Effective Investigation

SUBSECTOR
A

3
Initial Response/Receipt of Information

Arriving at the Scene: initial
Response/Prioritization of Efforts

Preliminary Documentation and
Evaluation of the Scene

B

C

Boundaries: Identify, Establish, Protect and
Secure

Conduct Scene Assessment

3

3

Crime Scene Search Methods

2

Transport, and Submit Evidence

Crime Scene Investigation

E

1

Prioritize Collection of Evidence

Collect, Preserve, Inventory, Package,

Completing and Recording the

3
2

Videography)

D

1

Manage Witnesses

Documentation (Sketching, Photography,

Processing the Scene

OCCURRENCE

2

Detailed Crime Scene Evidence Collection

2

Documentation of the Crime Scene

2

Table 4 shows that police shortcomings could be identified in the sectors of Arriving at the
Scene: initial Response/Prioritization of Efforts, Preliminary Documentation and Evaluation of
the Scene, Processing the Scene, Completing and Recording the Crime Scene Investigation, as
well as in Recognizing the Crime as HT and to Start an Effective Investigation. A total of 24
police errors was found with 10 being in sector D, which could explain the reason for the
recent training of police investigators in correctly securing and handling evidence in HT cases
(10). The chain of evidence is key for evidence being admissible in court. Keeping accurate

10

For further explanation of the different sectors, please refer to the Crime Scene Investigation Guide for Law
Enforcement, which can be downloaded at https://shop.nfstc.org/product/crime-scene-investigation-guide/.
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records is extremely important to maintain the integrity of the evidence. Missing signatures,
missing dates, missing locations, time gaps in documentation, errors in packaging, which also
includes errors in labelling, as well as not taking photographs of the front and backside of the
packaging and contamination due to collection errors, can have a detrimental impact of
evidence being admissible in court or not. The importance of the chain of evidence is believed
to even play a more significant role in HT cases. Currently, evidence seems to mainly consist
of victim testimonies so that any additional evidence would considerably support the victims
and help increase possible charges against defendants. A big issue that can be derived from
the table is that the second sector with most shortcomings is B with 6 errors. The initial
response when arriving at the scene is extremely important for the outcome of crime
investigations. Securing the scene is required to protect evidence from contamination and
the investigators from the public. Entry and exit pathways must be established with the least
possible disturbance of the scene. Witnesses, including the victims have to be managed,
which has even greater importance in HT crimes, due to the overreliance on testimonial
evidence (10). Three cases were categorized as A, due to not correctly recognizing the case as
HT, which led to continuing abuse of the victims. Another three cases showed errors in sector
C and two cases in sector E. Conducting a scene assessment allows for determining the type
and nature of a crime and whether a search warrant is required. If items are seized from a
crime scene without search warrant, this may be used by defense to declare the investigation
as unlawful, rendering evidence inadmissible. Furthermore, seizing of evidence that is not
listed on the search warrant is also prone to rejection at court. Crime scene documentation
involves compiling all documents related to the crime to allow for independent review of the
work (17). If documents are incomplete, this can be negatively interpreted by the defense.
Three cases were found not to have been correctly recognized as HT and consequently
efficient investigations were not conducted which forced victims to remain in the state of
exploitation.

Evidence and Forensic Science
As mentioned before, due to a lack of physical evidence, HT prosecution and trials seem to be
predominantly relying on testimonial evidence. Therefore, maintaining the integrity of
physical evidence is of paramount importance.
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Insufficient and Inadmissible Evidence
As can be seen from Figure 17, 5% of all defendants were acquitted of all charges and 2%
were acquitted of one or some charges, due to insufficient or inadmissible evidence. Only
cases were marked to have had insufficient evidence, when this was explicitly expressed in
SHERLOC. Therefore, it is quite likely that insufficient and inadmissible evidence more often
is the cause for acquittal, but that this is simply not reported. This thesis is supported by
reports that training of police officers and criminal investigators in correctly collecting and
analyzing evidence in HT cases has to be specifically and repeatedly trained – one example is
an international workshop held in January 2022 (10). However, insufficient or inadmissible
evidence seem to be one of the challenges of successful prosecution (10) and this simply
highlights the importance of FS. The use of FS is commonly known for the analysis of
traditional court evidence (35) or for the examination of victims and defendants and is crucial
for the successful prosecution. However, as mentioned above, FS is not only about the
investigative approach (35), but also about the importance of the chain of evidence and
quality management, as well as for gathering intelligence analysis. For a successful analysis to
take place, evidence needs to be contamination free and correctly secured and handled.
Therefore, it must be highlighted that FS is the entire process of detecting, securing, handling,
documenting, and analyzing the evidence and can only be successful against crime if all those
steps are conducted according to rules and guidelines.

Figure 25: Defendants acquitted of charges due to insufficient evidence.

As HT is a global crime, also affecting poor and less developed countries, UNODC provides an
anti HT trafficking manual for criminal justice practitioners on crime scene and physical
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evidence examinations in trafficking in persons investigations (35). This is good for basic
understanding but cannot replace FS experts.
Collected Evidence
Evidence reported as collected from HT crime scenes also includes items seized for
confiscation purposes, since distinction was not always possible from the available
information. Most collected items from scenes are documents, making up 20%, followed by
weapons with 12% and mobile phones or sim cards, as well as sexual act related items with
11%, respectively (Figure 18). Furthermore, computers, laptops, hard drives, money, and
photographs or videos count for a large number of collected items. Only small numbers of
clothing, household items, medication, pornographic material, human exudates, trash can
content, valuables, as well as publications are recorded.

Figure 26: Evidence collected at human trafficking crime scenes.

The Trafficking Protocol refers to a case as HT, if it includes three elements, viz. act, means,
purpose11. Act refers to what is done, means to how it is done and purpose to why it is done
(36). Documents discovered at scenes often include flight tickets, as well as confiscated
passports or other forms of identification. Flight tickets including the names of victims have
high evidential value as documentation for transportation and, therefore, prove fulfillment of
the requirement of “act”. Seizing of identification documents confiscated from victims may
prove fulfillment of the element of “means”. For the cases investigated in the present study,

11

See Anti-human trafficking manual for criminal justice practitioners: Module 1 (unodc.org)
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mobile phones and laptops were collected especially in cases of sexual exploitation and
photos and videos of the victims could be retrieved from the devices. Also, photos or videos
collected directly from the scene, depicting victims and/or the offender or showing the
offender during the exploitative act, prove the existence of “purpose”. Drugs found at the
crime scene, are likely to have served as “means” of control over victims. Appropriate forensic
chemical analysis can help adding drug charges to the offence. For HT cases with sexual
exploitation, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) analyses from items likely to contain human
excretions, e.g. clothing or condoms, can be effective with respect to attributing a crime to a
perpetrator.
Evidence at Court
The case studies have brought forth that at court traces are rarely directly or individually used
as evidence. In particular, if complex analyses methods are used, traces rather form the basis
for testimonials of experts. This is why Figure 27, providing an overview over evidence
presented at court, and Figure 26, showing evidence seized at the crime scene, show
considerable differences and why expert examination reporting and testimony are of
paramount importance in human trafficking trials.

Figure 27: Evidence presented at court.

Apart from forensic scientists and experts in HT itself, the sentences were considerably
influenced by expertise concerning criminology, wiretapping, sociology, forgery and even
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Ukuthwala12. Also understanding and judgement of the specific cultural backgrounds of both
victims and defendants is of great importance as are the social conditions at the time of the
crime which are probably best understood by social workers. The results agree with (10) on
HT cases heavily relying on victim testimonies. The high percentages for victim, defendant, as
well as witness testimonies show the overall dependence of HT prosecutions on testimonial
evidence.
Forensic Science Inside the Box
The results of the current study show that clinical forensic medicine as well as psychology are
the most often used FS methods among the analyzed cases, with relative occurrences of 23%
and 19%, respectively. The analysis of trace evidence was found in 17 cases, corresponding
to a contribution of slightly more than 10%, closely followed by forensic photography.
Forensic psychiatry, as well as the forensic analysis of mobile devices occurred 14 times (8%).
Forensic odontology for age estimation contributes with 4%. Surprisingly, computer forensics
contributes with only 5% and also the number of cases using image recognition (2%) and facial
recognition (2%) is deemed low, considering how beneficial automated searches could be.
Also, the low counts for financial forensics and illicit drug analysis with approximately 2% are
considered low. Forensic genetics, firearm examination and ballistics starve in the 1% range.

12

See https://www.justice.gov.za/brochure/ukuthwala/ukuthwala.html
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Figure 28: Forensic analyses applied in the context of human trafficking (166 occurrences).

The prevalent use of forensic medicine is probably due to the prevalence of sexual abuse
cases in the sample data set and seems reasonable as the exploitation of the respective
physical traces helps to strengthen the weight of victim testimonies.
Forensic Science Outside the Box
Forensic Science does not have to be the traditional analysis of court evidence. The abovementioned examination of trace material, for example is connected to a more advanced
usage of FS for investigation purposes. Fluorescent power was purposely used to connect the
offender to the crime scene. This seems to be a quite common approach in the Philippines:
Forensic chemists treat money with fluorescent powder; an undercover police officer hands
the money to the offender and the subsequent trace analysis of the money and the defendant
reveals a direct connection to the crime. In another case a substance was purposely placed at
a crime scene and later analyzed as trace evidence by forensic chemists.
One big advantage of FS is the possibility to use analysis methods from any area and adapt it
to the purpose of investigation.
These are simple examples of the successful application of FS. Considering that FS is the art
of combining a manifold of methods originating from different science disciplines, the low
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number of dedicated methods in combat of HT is surprising. As shown in the literature review,
quite a number of interesting ideas exist, however, they don’t seem to be applied in practice.
And worse, many HT cases take place in countries and under conditions where not even the
most basic principles of criminalistic and forensic field work is adhered to.
In the following sections two examples of extensions of currently used FS methods are
examined.
Satellites
The present section is dedicated to satellite remote sensing and detecting traces of human
trafficking by means of satellite borne instruments. Such techniques are believed to be able
to reveal
•

the transport of larger groups of persons or of persons transported in unusual ways
along unusual paths,

•

vehicles suitable for such transports as well as dedicated infra-structure like unofficial
railway lines, airports, landing bridges,

•

buildings for intermediate as well as sustainable “storage” of trafficked persons,

•

industry-like facilities for prostitution, drug production, forced labor, etc.,

•

unofficial (mass) graves.

Remote sensing refers to the gathering of information about an object without the need for
establishing physical contact, by exploiting electromagnetic emissions, for example radio
waves, heat, or light, radiated by this object. Surveillance refers to the monitoring of behavior
and activities to gather information. Obviously, remote sensing is a surveillance tool.
To perform remote sensing, a sensor, able to receive and process electromagnetic waves, for
example a radio- or radar-receiver or a camera, is mounted on a remote sensing platform,
which can be anything allowing the sensor to observe a scene from above, but most common
are poles, buildings, rovers, aircraft, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), high altitude platforms
(HAPs), e.g. balloons, and satellites, with the main difference being their operating altitude,
their mobility and their capability to accommodate the sensor’s mass and power demand.
Remote sensing can be passive or active. A passive sensor aims at receiving and processing
emissions originating from the target itself. Humans, for example, radiate heat, which is infra96

red radiation that can be detected. A camera is a passive sensor as well as it aims at receiving
and processing light reflected by objects. In this case the radiated energy is not produced by
the target itself, but by a light source, for example the sun. A camera using a flashlight
mounted at its top to illuminate the scene in lieu of a natural light source is an example for
an active sensor.
The most important sensors for earth observation for the present purpose are in fact passive
optical sensors in form of cameras, exploiting reflections of sunlight between 10nm and
10000nm, with the highest emission levels between 250 nm and 300 nm. Not all wavelengths
can be used due to severe atmospheric attenuation, but luckily for life on earth there is an
optical window from around 300 nm (ultraviolet-B) through the visible range, roughly 400–
700 nm, up to around 1100 nm, which is in the near-infrared range.
Optical remote sensing (typically) makes use of the fact that solar radiation is partially
reflected by the earth’s surface. Reflections can be received by the optical camera system
located above the surface to obtain images – just a special way of taking pictures from above.
Different surfaces reflect and absorb differently at different frequencies (wavelengths),
dependent on the material and the surface structure. Panchromatic cameras detect light in a
broad spectrum and draw a picture of the total energy reflected by each surface point which
yields black-and-white pictures. Monochromatic cameras use optical filters to concentrate
on a particular and relatively narrow spectral band and also provide pictures of the black-andwhite type. If different such bands are imaged independently in parallel, this is referred to as
multi-spectral imaging. The different images showing the same scene for different spectral
bands may be presented as independent black-and-white images or they can be combined by
adding the weighted intensities of each image point to form false-color images like forming
color images from three basic colors, e.g. red, green and blue. Apart from naturally lit objects,
there are also radiating objects like light sources in the visible spectral range or thermal
sources, like humans, car-engines, or buildings in the infra-red part of the light spectrum.
Multi-spectral imaging has the advantage that information far beyond geometric and
topologic properties of a surface can be obtained. In this way surfaces can be analyzed with
respect to physical and chemical properties, for example for deciding from space, if the crops
on a field are ready for harvest. For the detection of objects, the main property of an earth
observation system is its resolution – its ability to resolve detail, defined as the minimum
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distance between two points on the object surface, which can be distinguished from each
other. As for any digital camera, the resolution of spaceborne cameras is determined by the
number of pixels and by the resolution of the optics. The resolution of the latter is more
critical and strictly limited to
ρ0 = 1.22 ⋅

λ
⋅ 𝐻,
D

with D denoting the diameter of the telescope or lens, λ being the wavelength, and H denoting
the distance of the camera from the earth surface. Above equation shows that for the same
resolution, shorter wavelengths (higher frequencies) can do with smaller apertures and as the
distance H to the target increases, the resolution decreases, which can only be counteracted
by increasing the aperture proportionally. Aiming at the same resolution with a sensor at ten
times higher altitude, requires a ten times larger telescope diameter. As spaceborne cameras
are located in great distance from the earth, typically between 400 and 1,000 km, high
resolution has its cost.
Table 5 lists minimum telescope diameters that are needed for observing a scene in the visible
part of the light spectrum from different surveillance platforms. Up to altitudes of high-flying
aircraft, good resolution is in principle possible with moderately sized telescopes. Greyed cells
indicate unreasonable observation equipment size.
Table 5: Minimum aperture size D (telescope diameter) for achieving resolution 𝜌0 at optical wavelengths from altitude H.

for Resolution (𝜌0 )

Min. Aperture Size (D)

λ: 550 nm

Platform

Altitude
(H)

1m

0.1 m

1 cm

Tower

100 m

0.07 mm

0.7 mm

7.0 mm

Drone

1 km

0.7 mm

7.0 mm

7 cm

Aircraft

10 km

7 mm

70 mm

0.7 m

International Space
Station

400 km

0.3 m

2.7 m

27 m

LEO Satellite

800 km

0.5 m

5.4 m

54 m

MEO Satellite

12,000 km

8.1 m

81 m

805 m

GEO Satellite

36,000 km

24 m

242 m

2.4 km
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As can be seen from the table, at most decimeter resolution is theoretically achievable,
meaning that a surveillance satellite is able to resolve a human being in the observed scene,
but it will not be able to identify finer features of this person.
Pan-chromatic images with the best resolution currently available (for non-defense) are
provided by DigitalGlobe13 using their Worldview 3 and Worldview 4 satellites. Orbiting at
617 km altitude and equipped with a 1.1 m telescope14, 30 cm resolution are achieved, which
well matches the theoretically predicted values from Table 5.
One drawback of passive optical sensors is that they can only work during daylight and that
they are very dependent on good weather conditions. This can be circumvented by resorting
to longer wavelengths, i.e., microwaves, for which also suitable atmospheric windows exist.
Such Radar Detection and Ranging (RADAR) sensors are active instruments, requiring the
sensor also to generate and transmit suitable signals. For the present purpose best suited are
so called Synthetic Aperture Radars (SARs) which allow for imaging of the earth surface during
day and night. The resolution limit of modern SAR is determined by the much longer
wavelength and for contemporary equipment limited to tens of meters or meters in the best
case.
An important issue to be considered in the context of spaceborne surveillance is the fact that
satellites unlike aircraft cannot just assume a particular position in space following a direct
path, because they are always in an orbit circulating around earth at a speed uniquely related
to the distance from ground. In addition, the earth is rotating below this orbit. Consequently,
satellites can take images from particular locations on ground only at very distinct times with
repetition intervals in the order of many hours or even days, provided the orbit is chosen such
that the particular point on earth is visited at all. To solve this problem so called satellite
constellations have been introduced. With the number of satellites high enough there will be
always a satellite having the desired location on earth in its field of view. Images from satellite
constellations dense enough for the present purpose are expected to be available within the

13
14

Please see Leader in satellite imagery | DigitalGlobe
WorldView 2, 3 (WV 2, 3) - Gunter's Space Page (skyrocket.de)
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next five years. Images from singular satellites, sufficient for “accidental” detection of human
trafficking are readily available.
Aquatic Forensics
Aquatic Forensics could be helpful for the investigation of HT cases, especially cases where
the transport occurs via vessel, as well as in forced labor cases in the fishing sector.
In HT cases evidence is known to be available only in in small quantities. Researchers from
Murdoch University conducted studies on terrestrial mammalian bones, which were
recovered during excavations between 1968 and 1980 (37). The study suggests that the
presence of foraminifera in terrestrial mammalian bones can reveal information on the
specific marine or brackish environment (37). This could be helpful in HT cases, especially
when a dead body is found and more insight on the death can be gained by knowing the
specific environment. Another research that could be useful for the investigation of HT
crimes is the work by Magni et al. (38) which focuses on the analysis of barnacles colonizing
on human remains and their clothing when submerged in the ocean with the possible
outcome to support the estimation of the postmortem submersion interval (PMSI). Instead
of the analysis of barnacles, Wallace et al. (39) conducted research on the estimation of the
PMSI by means of the bacterial changes during decomposition.
The Application of Forensic Science to HT Cases – Complexity as Advantage
HT is commonly referred to as complex and hidden. However, this work proposes to use HT’s
complexity as advantage. Despite many other crimes, HT can be split into (at least) three
distinct phases, viz. recruitment, transportation, and exploitation, which can be used as
advantage for the detection and investigation. By targeting HT at each phase separately with
different FS methods, the most successful outcome can be gained. The overall idea is to
reduce the complexity by targeting each phase separately and seeing each distinct phase as
an autonomous crime.
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Figure 29: Approach to target HT effectively by means of FS.

Crime Research in Combat of Human Trafficking
As can be seen from SHERLOC, data are widely incomplete and, therefore, not suitable for the
application of powerful statistical methods (40). HT prosecutions heavily rely on victim
testimonies (10), which can be incomplete, contradictive and unreliable (41). HT cases are
often not successfully prosecuted, due to insufficient or inadmissible evidence (10) and in
case of multiple offenders, which is often the case in HT, some offenders can never be located.
Cold cases are crime cases, where all investigational possibilities have been applied and no
further opportunities are available (42). Consequently, the application of cold case methods
to HT cases seems appropriate. The importance of adding forensic expertise to cold case
investigations has been discussed in (43). Assuming some reciprocity, cold case investigation
methods can do the same for FS, leading to a wider range of options and a more targeted
approach for the application of FS in HT.
Although each crime is very specific with respect to the timing of events, timelines are not
heavily incorporated in forensic research methods (44). Timelines seem to be of high interest,
especially in HT cases, due to a lot of organization involved, e.g., obtaining false documents
and buying flight tickets. This study suggests applying cold case methods, especially temporal
methods, to HT cases. Keatley et al. (40) describe the application of the timeline toolkit (44)
to cold cases. The timeline toolkit provides methods for temporal analyses purposes. Most
described methods in (44) aim at analyzing the progression of behaviors or events (40). For
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the purpose of the analysis of HT, Crime Script Analysis (CSA) is found best suitable, because
often detailed and specific information is not available in HT cases. The idea is to analyze
similar cases with known outcomes and to build a template, which can aid in understanding
future crimes of similar nature (44). By comparing the investigated case to the crime script,
more understanding of the case can be accomplished. Script Theory can be explained by use
of Shakespeare’s “Macbeth”. Shakespeare is the author of the dramaturgy; however,
variations can occur due to different staging, actors, costumes, and positions. Overall,
however, Shakespeare’s Macbeth remains Shakespeare’s Macbeth, due to the actors
following the script and the specific behavioral pattern associated with each role. Crime script
theory takes this a step further by applying this concept to behaviors in criminal activity and
sequentially ordering them into a timeline. The traditional form of a crime script is built up of
9 scenes, viz. preparation, entry, precondition, instrumental precondition, instrumental
initiation, instrumental actualization, doing, post condition and exit (45). CSA seems
additionally interesting for the analysis of HT crimes, since it could allow for finding
possibilities to intervene HT and stop it in earlier stages and, thus, decrease the amount of
victim traumatization. Although CSA has gained a lot of popularity for analyzing different
types of crimes, not many crime scripts are based on HT, with those available mainly being on
sex trafficking and child sex trafficking (46). The work by Brayley et al. (47) has its focus on
internal child sex trafficking, rather than cross border trafficking. HT, regardless of internal or
across border trafficking includes the transportation phase, which does not seem to be
covered in the crime script of Brayley et al (47), where the script goes from finding to
grooming and straight to the abuse. The work by Savona et al. (48) however, does show the
distinct stages of recruitment, transportation and exploitation, as well as aftermath. Tracking
is a way of showing different ways a single scene is carried out and has been used in (47).
The present study suggests the creation of distinct crime scripts for each HT phase. As already
suggested for the application of FS, the complexity of HT should be used as advantage. The
aim is to analyze each HT phase as an autonomous crime, due to each phase having a distinct
start and end time and each phase having distinct scenes leading up to the crime. This does
not mean, however, that the phases will not be linked by a case number. However, this could
also be a possibility to match phase-crime scripts from different cases to estimate possible
future or unknown behavior sequences among HT crimes. In case of multiple offenders, as
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often the case in HT, distinct crime scripts could be established for each offender. Although
the crime script phases of defendants of the same crime might and probably will end up in
different crime script databases, they should still be marked as belonging to the same crime
and indicate where the offenders’ paths cross. This approach could possibly lead to an in
depth understanding of the internal dynamics of HT.
Crime Script Data and Crime Script Creation
First, a qualitative thematic analysis of cases was conducted according to the step by step
guide in (49). Only HT cases that revealed a recruitment, transportation, and exploitation
phase, viz. being detected in the exploitation, or after the exploitation phase were used. The
creation of a database seems to have the same outcome as tracking, viz. revealing variations
of the same scene.
The overall aim was to build one script for each phase by means of different cases. The
following cases were used for the approach of creating a distinct crime script for each phase.
Case

Case Name

Number
1

R v Watcharaporn
Nantahkhum15

2

R v Netthip16

3

R v Wei Tang17

4

R v Sieders & Yotchomchin18

5

BGE 129 IV 8119

The number of scenes and the scene names were altered to fit the nature of the HT crime. All
three crime script phases were made up of the same scenes, viz. precipitator/s, motivation/s,
precondition/s, preparation/s, precondition/s for phase, phase initiation, phase actualization,

15

R v Watcharaporn Nantahkhum (SCC149 of 2010) (unodc.org)
R v Netthip 2010 NSWDC 159 (unodc.org)
17
R v Wei Tang 2009 23 VR 332 (unodc.org)
18
R v Sieders & Yotchomchin (unodc.org)
19
BGE 129 IV 81 (unodc.org)
16
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and doing. The idea of adding scenes for precipitators and motivations was taken from (44).
Databases for each crime script phase are provided in Annex 1.
Proposed Crime Prevention Techniques
Although the crime script phase databases are small, crime prevention techniques can be
proposed.
The use of an agent or agencies for obtaining victims seems crucial in the recruitment phase.
Focus on tracking these agencies and agents down can make it harder for offenders to find
victims and consequently decrease the crime rate. Debt bondage is another important factor
during the recruitment phase and could be decreased by raising the awareness of people in
vulnerable circumstances on this control method. The preparations for the transport often
require visa applications and, therefore, their thorough control before issuing them is
essential. Less traveling due to COVID19 might decrease the number of visa applications of
HT victims being confirmed, due to more control time per application. Further, groups of
women who are escorted by someone and seem to be under control should be reported by
passengers as well as by stewardesses. This also applies to groups of women who are “handed
over” upon arrival.
Clearly, a lot of information can be derived from crime script phase databases, created from
only 5 HT cases. The database shows a common pattern and can help fill gaps for cases where
less information is available.
If, for example, a HT case is detected, but the offender is nowhere to be found and the
information available is similar to an existing crime script phase database, information can be
drawn from the database to help the investigation. Instead of directly searching for the
offender, a possible agent or agency associated with the offender could be searched for, more
information on the main offender might be obtained which could in turn give new leads on
the offender’s whereabouts.
Building Possible Future Crime Scenarios
Single Offender
The approach of crime script creation of HT cases for each phase independently has the
advantage of building possible future crime scenarios. By combining different crime script
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phases from each phase, viz, recruitment, transportation and exploitation, new crime
scenarios can be modelled. As can be seen from Figure 30, 5 cases can lead up to 125 crime
script phase combination possibilities.

Figure 30: Possible combinations of crime script phases for a three-phase model of human trafficking.

Connection of Multiple Offenders Connected to the same Case
As discussed before, establishing multiple offender crime script/phase databases, and linking
offenders to other offenders, whether in the same or in different databases, who cross their
paths by marking the phase or scene of crossing, could be of major interest in understanding
the internal dynamics of one case. Furthermore, comparing the internal dynamics of cases
can lead to major insights of HT cases. This approach, however, would require the
establishment of a large online database, which allows for the linkage of different subdatabases without increasing the complexity of the HT crime. Figure 31 shows a broad
description of the idea. It also shows that single crime script phases can be uploaded to the
database, if the offender’s contribution to the HT case, is “one-phased” only.
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Figure 31: Example for linking different offenders to the same case.

SHERLOC
As mentioned before, SHERLOC (16) is a good tool for researches who do not have direct
access to case information, however, it lacks balance when it comes to the type of
exploitation. Although sexual exploitation is the most common HT type of exploitation (50),
more HT cases on other types of exploitation would be appreciated, especially for statistical
analysis purposes. Furthermore, the cases vary on the amount of information. Some cases are
thoroughly described, while others only sporadically with a lack of information and detail.
Whereas some cases have attached files on court proceedings or on other information, some
do not have any further information. More balance and homogeneity of the filled in data
would allow for more accurate analyses.

HT-The Hidden Crime
The perception of HT as a hidden crime is used in many HT publications. HT is deemed as too
big and too complex to be understood and stopped. This myth has been sustainably
embedded in our way of thinking. Two of the main reasons for trafficking in persons being a
hidden crime are resignation of society as well as the wrong focus of law enforcement
personnel in combat of HT.
Normality
Making a meaningful change requires a change on how society sees the world and what they
associate with being “normal”. Society is heavily driven by media as well as culture and
religion, frequently drawing a wrong picture of a so-called normality. Successful hiding of HT
is the consequence of societal intolerance with respect to deviations from the norm. The
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situation is only slowly improving in some areas with more people accepting lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender (LGBT) people, but lack of acceptance is still prevalent (51, 52). The
impact of traumatizing events on the development of future addictions has been discussed in
an earlier chapter and can also be applied to defendants. There is a theory that any kind of
addiction is an alteration of chemicals in the human brain, which may have occurred due to
maltreatment during childhood - traumatization. As described before, traumatization can
have a detrimental impact on a person’s personality development, depending on the type of
maltreatment and the time of exposure. A highly interesting extension of the current study
would be a behavior sequence analysis (BSA) as conducted in (53), which analyses the
connection between the childhood abuse of serial killers and the behaviors involved in their
murders. Unfortunately, SHERLOC does not provide the depth of data required for this type
of analysis.
Society needs to understand that there is no normal. Not accepting the omnipresence of
abnormality results in ignorance and repression. Dormant problems or diseases are believed
to be nonexistent, if hidden or not seen, but instead grow fully unsupervised. Some former
abnormalities like depression or alcoholism have become so common that they have been at
least accepted as diseases. Due to the high number of occurrences, intolerance was simply
not possible anymore which has opened the door to a variety of treatment possibilities other
than locking people away.
Just like people who suffer from addictions and mental health issues, there are people with
abnormalities, such as sex addictions, pedophilia, sadism, sadomasochism, and others.
However, society does not tolerate these abnormalities, which forces the affected to follow
their needs in a hidden manner. The combination of the unacceptance of the society, which
results in demand, as well as inequality and poverty are the traffickers’ greatest advantage
and guarantee for making good money.
In forced marriages, culture plays a major role for creating the demand, as well as the supply
and poverty can, but does not have to play a role. However, forced marriages are also heavily
connected to sexual exploitation, as well as slavery and practices similar to slavery, as well as
forced labor. As with specific sexual addictions and desires, some cultural rituals can be placed
in the same category and, therefore, deemed intolerable by society. Stopping forced
marriages due to cultural reasons, can be very difficult. Tolerance by society, education, a lot
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of time commitment, understanding, as well as a large amount of research on the different
cultures could be the key to gain more information and to decrease the numbers.
Awareness
Another reason for HT being hidden, is because of not enough people being aware and not
knowing the indicators for HT. 16% of the analyzed crimes were detected by public, which is
quite impressive, because it is not far off the score for police dedicated investigations and
highlights the importance to educate society on HT and the indicators. Education plays an
important role in combat of HT (19). Furthermore, HT should be a main topic being discussed
and taught to children and adults at schools, universities and workplaces and indicators
should be explained. Yearly workshops on HT would be extremely beneficial in workplaces of
any kind of sector since HT can occur anywhere.
However, the importance of awareness does also relate to the vulnerable to recognize HT
indicators early. HT education missions to vulnerable areas would be highly beneficial. More
education will lead to less vulnerability and possibly decrease the supply.
UNODC provides support for indicators in form of public lists and of a manual for criminal
justice practitioners (54, 55). A HT indicator card has been created by the Blue Campaign and
can be downloaded or ordered20. Indicators available either focus on the overall HT crime or
on the different exploitation types. As a result of the present study, it is suggested to divide
each exploitation type into its phases, viz. recruitment, transport, and exploitation and to
create indicators for each phase of each exploitation type. This would lead to more
understanding and be more helpful for non-experts.
Focus
The present approach against HT and for the protection of victims seems to focus on the
increase of the number of successful prosecutions (10). Money, time and energy is put into
the training of police officers on how to properly secure evidence and how to handle it (10).
It is evident that HT cases often lack evidence and are often based on victim testimonies only
and, therefore, any other evidence is deemed crucial and might be the key to successful
prosecution. The analysis of shortcomings revealed most errors being in the section

20

Indicators of Human Trafficking | Homeland Security (dhs.gov)
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“Processing the Scene” and emphasizes the importance of proper FS training for police
investigators. However, it is not clear as to why police officers would not be trained in
correctly securing and handling evidence, since that is crucial for any kind of crime scene
investigation. As already mentioned above, the importance of FS professionals cannot be
stressed enough, and it should be clear that hiring FS experts in every law enforcement sector
is inevitable for multiple reasons. Instead of focusing on minimizing the crime to have more
time to thoroughly investigate the remaining cases and to have an outcome of 100 percent
successful prosecutions and zero undetected cases, the focus lies on increasing the number
of successful prosecutions. TIP is a hidden crime, because law enforcement lost control over
it, it has grown out of proportion and numbers are completely unknown.

Trauma-Prevention-Approach in Combat of Human Trafficking
As seen from the data above, most HT cases seem to be detected during, or after the
exploitation phase, which also suggests that most victims have been traumatized during all
HT phases. Approaches in combat of HT should put the victim protection first and not focus
on increasing the number of prosecutions, as it is currently the case (10). The global
application of a trauma-prevention-approach should shift the current focus, prevent
traumatization, and combat TIP successfully by means of a filter system.
Current Approach
The following figure shows the current situation, where some HT crimes seem to be detected
in each phase, including the phases before, during and after the recruitment, with the
exploitation phase “filtering” more cases than the other phases. This also depicts that most
victims are forced to go through abuse before being detected. As can be seen, multiple cases
stay undetected, which allows unprosecuted offenders to keep on trafficking and to make
more money. As described above, the current approach to combat HT is to try and increase
the number of successful prosecutions by rising the awareness of accurate securing and
handling of evidence (10).
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Figure 32:Current situation

Trauma-Prevention Approach
The following trauma-prevention approach is supposed to combat HT by slowly making it less
profitable.
By filtering the cases in the early stages prior to recruitment, more control can be gained over
HT, and it will no longer be hidden. The filter system allows to narrow down the number of
cases phase by phase, which allows for prevention of undetected cases. Emphasis should be
put right to the beginning of the filter system. By tolerating people with abnormal behaviors,
addictions and desires, society provides space for support and treatment for these
individuals, which will lead to a decrease of demand. The demand should be further
decreased by false online advertisements to “catch” future offenders, as successfully done in
Operation Guardian Angel and by implementation of FS methods. The decrease of poverty
would have an additional dimming effect on HT and can therefore, and for uncountable other
reasons only be urged. Especially with COVID19 increasing the poverty globally, more support
should be supplied to those in need (56-58). However, a decrease of supply can also be
achieved by educating vulnerable people on HT and its indicators. By targeting the source,
the overall amount of HT cases will be decreased in the early stages. The recruitment phase
is extremely important in terms of filtering as many cases as possible to allow for enhanced
protection of victims from abuse. Although the recruitment phase can have a traumatizing
effect on victims, it often just includes luring the victims into HT and making false promises
and therefore, could possibly have a less harmful impact on the victim. FS, especially for the
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detection of HT in the recruitment phase, is crucial and plays a major role in combat of HT.
However, forensic methods should be used in each phase for detection and to gather and
analyze evidence. Crime research, especially cold case methods, are applied and this, in
combination with FS, will gain a thorough understanding of the crime of TIP. For the approach
to be successful, hiring FS experts in each law enforcement personnel sector is crucial to
enable smooth sailing. An additional approach for earlier detection, is to raise the awareness
on HT by providing more specific material on HT indicators, by explaining distinct indicators
of different exploitation types, as well as phases. The successful implementation of the
trauma-prevention-approach results in making HT less profitable by reducing demand and
supply, and by preventing offenders from keeping on trafficking. Due to the filter system, less
cases will end up in exploitation, significantly decreasing the number and degree of
traumatized victims and leading to a high number of successful prosecutions.

Figure 33: Trauma-prevention approach

Conclusions
For testing the hypothesis that the possibilities of forensic science are currently only
insufficiently exploited for the purpose of investigating and analyzing HT and that even less
attention is given to the use of FS-tools for HT prevention, 230 HT cases were analyzed
according to multiple factors, such as the forensic analysis, the evidence, the detection phase,
the method of detection, the police short comings, the investigative techniques, the method
of transportation, as well as the control methods.
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HT is a topic broadly and emotionally discussed in the broad public and well recognized by
politics, governments and international institutions such as the United Nations.
Consequently, as far as available information is concerned there is great wealth of narratives,
while scientific publications on the topic are scarce and structured data sources with
appropriate classification have remained singularities. Consequently, establishing an as-goodas possible consolidated database for the 230 underlying cases has been a major challenge.
As data sets had to be selected according to quality and completeness with respect to FS and
investigation techniques, equal distributions with respect to geography, age, gender, etc.
could not even be attempted. However, in spite of the inevitable data decimation process,
the obtained results mostly coincide with the global pictures and trends drawn by the reports
regularly delivered by UNODC (3) and the US Department of State (11). For example, with
respect to the transportation of victims it was found that cars and planes were the most used
means of transportation, followed by water transport, including transport by vessel, ship, and
boat. The rather high percentage outcome of water transport compared to other
transportation types, led to the idea that aquatic forensics, which is a relatively new forensic
science discipline, could be useful for the investigation of some HT cases, specifically those
within the fishing industry, as well as cases with transportation via water transport.
Most of the analyzed cases were categorized as sexual exploitation, while forced labor
contributed with only 13%. This outcome correlates well with the overall perception in public
and the respective distribution of publications, but as discussed in the literature review, this
seems to be some systematic bias as forced labor may be more difficult to identify as HT than
this is the case for sexual exploitation. The gender analysis showed that most defendants
were male, making up 65% of all defendants and comparison to UNODCs 2020 report (3) on
HT showed that the ratio of male and female defendants does not seem to vary a lot over
time. On average, defendants were slightly below 40 years of age, while most victims were
aged between 12 and 19 years. Victims younger than three years or older than 65 years were
not part of the cases analyzed. Most victims were female. The fact that only a minimal number
of male victims was found in the present data is believed to be a consequence that the data
may be biased towards sexual exploitation. While adult female victims were found to be
present in all trial countries, female child victims only appeared in some countries. The
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Philippines and the US revealed the largest amount of child female victims. Adult male victims
could only be found in Argentina and adult male as well as child male victims only in Thailand.
Quantitative analysis of the investigative techniques revealed that phone wiretapping
undercover investigations, as well as police raids, were the most popular, followed by marked
money, electronic surveillance, or shadowing. Most collected items from scenes were
documents and weapons. Mobile phones or sim cards contribute only with 11% which is at
the same rate as sexual act related items. These were followed by computers, laptops, hard
drives, money, and photographs.
Clinical forensic medicine as well as psychology showed the highest percentages for the
forensic analysis among all cases, followed by the forensic analysis of trace evidence, forensic
photography, as well as forensic psychiatry and the analysis of mobile devices. Computer
forensics contributed with only 5% and also the number of cases using image recognition and
facial recognition were low.
If these results are compared with the results of the literature review, it can be concluded
that the great wealth of digital forensic methods reflected in a high number of respective
publications has not yet arrived at the crime scenes.
The high percentages for victim, defendant, as well as witness testimonies verified the
common conception in publications of the overall dependence of human trafficking
prosecutions on testimonial evidence, especially on victim testimonies.
The analysis of the investigation shortcomings showed that one or more investigation
shortcomings could be found in 10 of the analyzed HT cases. A total of 24 errors was found
with 10 being in sector “Processing the scene”. This sector is particularly important in terms
of correct handling of the evidence and plays a crucial role in whether evidence is admissible
in court or not. The outcome of this analysis, therefore, emphasizes the importance of proper
FS training, as well as the hiring of forensic experts in all law enforcement sectors.
Furthermore, the importance of collaboration between forensic scientists and criminologists,
has been highlighted throughout this work.
The majority of all the cases analyzed (~60%) were detected during the exploitation phase,
followed by 19% of cases where this took place only after the exploitation phase, with most
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detections having occurred by means of victims reporting directly to the police, followed by
police dedicated investigations. HT detection due to the application of FS did not occur at all.
FS seems to be exclusively used for standard analysis of evidence and victims without any HT
specific scope. It can be concluded that the potential of FS in combat of HT is not at all
exploited for the time being.
Most victims were detected during the exploitation phase, they were aged between 12 and
19 years and mostly suffered from sexual assault. This age group corresponds to Erik Erikson’s
fifth stage of psychosocial development, a stage of discovering one’s self-identity, and not
successfully completing this stage can have a major impact on adult relationships and can lead
to many issues, such as the feeling of worthlessness, commitment issues, and sex and
relationship problems. Although this outcome is horrific considering pain and traumatization
of victims, the current main approach in combat of HT seems to lie in increasing the number
of successful prosecutions.
Therefore, a victim centered holistic approach, or trauma prevention approach, was
developed, which suggests shifting the current focus to the early detection of victims by
fostering the application of FS as well as of crime research methods - not only for the usual
analysis of evidence, but also for the detection of HT. The trauma-prevention approach is
based on decreasing the amount of HT cases in early stages of its development, viz. before or
during the recruitment or during the transportation phase by means of filters, viz. FS, crime
research methods, as well as public awareness. By decreasing HT in its early stages, victim
traumatization will be reduced, and HT will be easier to control, which will possibly also lead
to an increase of successful prosecutions.
Crime research methods, especially cold case methods, such as CSA, are believed to be highly
beneficial for in depth understanding of HT and the creation of a global CSA database is highly
encouraged, especially for HT early detection.
Future research should take up these ideas. By dividing HT into its three phases, viz.
recruitment, transportations and exploitation, and the creation of CSAs of each specific phase,
a broader understanding of HT could be gained. Additionally, linking between crime script
phases of different crimes, could lead to possible future HT scenarios and broaden the
understanding.
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At the time of the literature review it was not expected to find the practical application of FS
in combat of HT at such a low level that even the methods most treated and suggested in the
literature are hardly found at the HT crime scene. Among the less covered but promising
methods, satellite remote sensing had been identified as candidate, its feasibility was briefly
investigated within the frame of the present work, and it was found to have great potential
so that pursuit along these lines is highly encouraged after having harvested the lower
hanging fruits.
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